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ABSTRACT

The release of flammable and toxic chemicals in petrochemical facilities is a major concern when designing modern process safety systems. While the proper selection of the necessary types of gas detectors needed is important, appropriate placement of these detectors is required in order to have a well functioning gas detection system. However, the uncertainty in leak locations, gas composition, process and weather conditions, and process geometries must all be considered when attempting to determine the appropriate number and placement of the gas detectors. Because traditional approaches are typically based on heuristics, there exists the need to develop more rigorous optimization based approaches to handling this problem. This work presents several mixed-integer programming formulations to address this need.

First, a general mixed-integer linear programming problem is presented. This formulation takes advantage of precomputed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to determine a gas detector placement that minimizes the expected detection time across all scenarios. An extension to this formulation is added that considers the overall coverage in a facility in order to improve the detector placement when enough scenarios may not be available. Additionally, a formulation considering the Conditional-Value-at-Risk is also presented. This formulation provides some control over the shape of the tail of the distribution, not only minimizing the expected detection time across all scenarios, but also improving the tail behavior.

In addition to improved formulations, procedures are introduced to determine confidence in the placement generated and to determine if enough scenarios have been used in determining the gas detector placement. First, a procedure is introduced to analyze the performance of the proposed gas detector placement in the
face of “unforeseen” scenarios, or scenarios that were not necessarily included in the original formulation. Additionally, a procedure for determine the confidence interval on the optimality gap between a placement generated with a sample of scenarios and its estimated performance on the entire uncertainty space. Finally, a method for determining if enough scenarios have been used and how much additional benefit is expected by adding more scenarios to the optimization is proposed.

Results are presented for each of the formulations and methods presented using three data sets from an actual process facility. The use of an off-the-shelf toolkit for the placement of detectors in municipal water networks from the EPA, known as TEVA-SPOT, is explored. Because this toolkit was not designed for placing gas detectors, some adaptation of the files is necessary, and the procedure for doing so is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION: MOTIVATING THE USE OF OPTIMIZATION FOR SENSOR PLACEMENT

Gas detection, specifically the detection of combustible and toxic gas release events, is a key component of modern process safety. Usually, combustible gas detectors are calibrated to alarm at a specified fraction of the lower explosive or lower flammable limit. These limits refer to the gas concentrations at which a dispersed gas cloud in air will allow a flame front to spread when exposed to an ignition source. Toxic gas detectors are designed to detect and alarm at a concentration related to the impact on human health, typically expressed in parts per million (ppm).

In addition to proper selection of the sensor specifications needed for a particular process facility, appropriate placement of these sensors is required to ensure effective detection of hazardous gas release events. There is significant uncertainty to consider when trying to determine the appropriate number and placement of gas detectors, including: leak location, gas composition, process conditions, the impact of surrounding geometries on dispersion, and weather conditions. Traditional approaches for gas detector placement are heuristic, typically based on source monitoring and providing a particular volumetric or linear coverage. Despite the fact that the importance of dispersion studies is generally recognized, the full value of these studies is often not utilized when determining a final gas detector placement.

In recent years, some new techniques have been developed to provide a more


quantitative treatment of the problem; however, there is still a need for a systematic approach that addresses the following issues:

- Key variables such as the leak location, weather conditions, process conditions, gas properties, and process geometries have a significant impact on gas dispersion. Rigorous simulation of this dispersion is necessary to accurately calculate important outputs (e.g., point concentrations, detection time, and cloud size) and, hence, the estimated performance of a particular gas detector layout. A thorough review of the influence of key variables and inputs is presented in the work by Kelsey et al. (2002), Kelsey et al. (2005), Bratteteig et al. (2011), and Marx and Cornwell (2009).

- Many of the existing practices are based on heuristics or analyses using a small number of high-impact scenarios. However, there is significant uncertainty in leak characteristics and weather conditions. There is a need for methods that provide rigorous treatment of these uncertainties. Unfortunately, given the large uncertainty space and the complexity of gas dispersion models, this requires plant-specific simulation of a large number of leak scenarios. However, given these scenarios, it is possible to calculate statistics of key performance metrics (e.g., expected value of the detection time).

- Most of the risk-based optimization techniques described above provide no guarantee of global optimality. Those that provide guarantees against suboptimality are based on general sensor placement metrics that do not consider key variables of importance to gas detector placement in process facilities. There is a need for an optimization-based approach that rigorously considers uncertainties and provides guarantees of optimality while making use of the valuable plant-specific information provided from rigorous gas dispersion simulations.
In this research, we seek to answer several key questions. First, can we develop a mathematical formulation for the placement of gas detectors that is both realistic and computationally tractable? Second, can we define an appropriate objective function for this problem? Can we perform enough simulated release scenarios to accurately quantify the associated risk? Furthermore, can we apply an appropriate set of constraints that allow for unknown scenarios to be accounted for? Finally, when a gas detector placement has been determined, how can we know whether enough simulations have been utilized or if the proposed placement is satisfactory for the entire uncertainty space?

We present a stochastic programming formulation for determining the optimal plant-specific placement of gas detectors. The uncertainty associated with different leak scenarios is captured through hundreds of process-specific computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations using FLACS, a package for rigorous modeling and simulation of explosions and gas dispersion. Using simulation results from the dispersion model, a multi-scenario, mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation is developed to perform optimal placement of gas detectors by minimizing the expected detection time over all scenarios.

A second formulation is developed that includes a constraint on the overall coverage provided by the detector placement. While this formulation produces a slightly poorer objective value when optimizing over a particular subsample of scenarios, it is more resilient to release scenarios not considered by the optimization problem. The use of a coverage constraint reflects many of the heuristics and sensor placement tactics already in place through the process industry.

Each of the previous formulations seek to minimize the expected detection time across all scenarios. However, it may often be beneficial to optimize other objective functions. While a low expected detection time is desirable, this does not necessarily
minimize the “worst-case” scenarios, or those that require the most time to detect or provide the worst results. Therefore, a formulation that seeks to minimize the Conditional-Vale-at-Risk is also developed. This formulation is designed to provide control over the tail distribution of scenarios in the full scenario space, minimizing the detection time of the scenarios that require the most time, while also only suffering a minor penalty in the expected detection time across all scenarios.

While the time required to solve the resulting MILP is small (on the order of a few CPU seconds), the computational bottleneck is simulation of the leak scenarios (on the order of CPU hours or days per scenario). Given the high computational cost, the number of scenarios available for optimization may not be sufficient to adequately represent the uncertainty space. This can be especially problematic in sensor placement problems if the number of scenarios is not significantly larger than the number of sensors to be placed. Approaches based purely on the minimization of the expected impact may find solutions that protect against the specific scenarios considered in the optimization, but provide little general robustness against alternate scenarios. Therefore, we use the procedure described in Mak et al. (1999) to determine confidence intervals on the value of the objective function and quantify the effectiveness of candidate sensor placements on scenarios not considered in the optimization.

Additionally, when determining sensor placements through the methods proposed in this paper, it is important to determine how any two proposed sensor placements may vary. Because different scenario sets can yield different sensor placements, it is important to quantify the difference between any two proposed gas detector placements. Metrics for comparing seemingly different sensor placements are proposed and examined. This technique is tested on a similar problem to the gas detector problem, the placement of sensors in a municipal water network. This problem is
ideal because it allows for a scenario set to be generated that covers the entire uncer-
tainty space, a task that is impossible for the gas dispersion problem, thus making
it easy to assess the efficacy of the method.

Finally, the use of an already available toolset from the EPA, TEVA-SPOT (Hart
et al., 2008), is discussed. TEVA-SPOT was originally designed as a tool for munici-
pal water network managers to develop sensor placements for the prevention of water
contamination. The necessary changes to the gas dispersion data are discussed, as
well as how to utilize this software to generate a gas detector placement for a process
facility.

This document is organized in the following manner. The remainder of this
chapter covers a literature review of the common, current industrial practices for
gas detector placement, the previous work in detector placement and facility loca-
tion optimization, an overview of the data set used for the results in this document,
and the hardware and software used to generate all results. Chapter 2 presents
the multi-scenario, mixed-integer linear programming formulation for optimal place-
ment of gas detectors and numerical results. Chapter 3 presents a modification to
the original problem formulation that incorporates constraints on minimum cover-
age distances. Chapter 4 introduces the CVaR formulation, along with numerical
results. In Chapter 5, the procedure of Mak et al. (1999) is introduced and utilized
to provide confidence intervals on solutions generated by the MILP formulation. So-
lution variability is discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the use of the off-the-shelf tool
TEVA-SPOT is covered in Chapter 7.
1.1 Current Industry Practices for Sensor Placement

1.1.1 Gas Detector Types and Properties

Three types of sensors are commonly used for the detection of combustible gas clouds: catalytic point detectors, infrared point and beam detectors, and ultrasonic area detectors (Nolan, 2010; UK Health & Safety Executive, 2011a). Originally developed in 1958 for the mining industry, catalytic point gas detectors are the most widely used gas detector in the process industry. Catalytic gas sensors detect the presence of a chemical contaminant by an oxidation reduction reaction with the catalyst. The heat generated from the oxidation reaction on the detector’s catalyst provides an accurate reading of the concentration of contaminant in the area. An example of the bead catalyst used in these detectors can be seen in Figure 1.1 from Delphian Detection Technology (2013). These detectors are used to detect all combustible gases, though may not necessarily have an equal reaction to different gases. In addition to providing accurate concentration measurements for the released gases, these detectors have a very low unit cost. This low unit cost makes them an attractive sensor for use throughout a facility. However, there are three major drawbacks of the catalytic gas detectors. First, these detectors are point detectors only. This requires that the contaminant cloud pass directly through the area of the gas detector. If the weather or ventilation patterns are not properly analyzed, these detectors can be placed poorly and therefore be rendered ineffective. Because these detectors require a catalyst to detect contaminant gases, they are subject to catalyst poisoning by a variety of materials in air. These poisons include tetraethyl lead, glycols, flame inhibitors in plastics, sulfur compounds, dirt, and several other chemicals that may be found in petrochemical facilities. All of these can impair detector reliability, or even cause full failure of the detector, both of which are extremely difficult to detect.
without regular maintenance as the detectors fail in a false negative manner. By failing in a false negative, the sensor will act as if there is no contaminant in the area, even if a leak may exist.

![Catalytic bead sensor from a gas detector manufactured by Delphian Detection Technologies.](image)

Figure 1.1: Catalytic bead sensor from a gas detector manufactured by Delphian Detection Technologies.

The second major type of detector is the infrared (IR) gas detector. These detectors can be designed to provide two different types of coverage: point and beam detection. The point detector works in a similar fashion to the catalytic point detector; a contaminant must pass directly across the detector and an analyzer determines the presence of the gas. Gas is trapped in the detector’s sample cell, and an infrared beam is passed through the cell (Chou, 2000). If a gas is present, some of this infrared energy will be absorbed. The absorption of this energy is dependent on the type of gas present, as each gas has an individual “fingerprint” based on the atoms
and bonds present in the molecules. These detectors can detect the gas through two mechanisms. Because each gas molecule has a particular absorption frequency, it will vibrate more rapidly when the infrared beam passes through it, causing the gas to heat up. The detector can recognize this rise in temperature and signal that a contaminant is present. Additionally, some of the infrared energy will be absorbed, so the detector can recognize that less energy was received than emitted which also indicates the presence of a contaminant. Because the contaminant does not need to interact directly with a catalyst, as all of the detectors are optical, removing the possibility of catalyst poisoning causing a sensor failure. Unfortunately, the IR point gas detectors also suffer from the same location dependent effectiveness as the catalytic point detector. Recently, the IR beam detector has been introduced to the industry. An example of this type of detector can be seen in Figure 1.2 from Det-Tronics (2013). This detector operates along the same infrared absorption principle as the point detector, but does so over a long distance. An IR emitter is place on one end of the beam, while a receiver is place at the other end. When a significant difference between the radiation energy emitted and received is detected, the sensor considers a contaminant detected (UK Health & Safety Executive, 2011b). These sensors possess a higher unit cost and lower overall accuracy in terms of concentration quantification, but can often detect contaminant over a large area and require less maintenance. While these sensors are not as effective at precisely determining the concentration of a contaminant cloud, they can detect releases over larger distances. False positives may be triggered by steam or fog, which is the major drawback to these types of detectors.

An additional option for detecting gas releases over large distances is the acoustic gas detector. These detectors do not operate by detecting the contaminant itself, but by detecting the release of the contaminant (?). As a gas escapes through a
hole from a high pressure to a low pressure, the rapid of expansion causes turbulent flow, resulting in an audible sound. This sound lies in the 20 Hz to 10 MHz range, spanning both the audible and ultrasonic sound ranges. The gas detectors specialize in detecting the ultrasonic sound wave, even for very low leak rate, often as low as 0.1 kg/s. By detecting the leak rate, the gas cloud does not need to accumulate or spread in order to be detected, thus resulting in a much more immediate detection. Each of these detectors may cover an area up to 20 m in radius from the actual detector, and new designs have self-testing mechanisms. Small microphones will emit ultrasonic sounds to verify the detectors are working, reducing the amount of human-involved maintenance necessary. An example of an acoustic detector produced by Gassonic A/S is shown in Figure 1.3 (?). Unfortunately, if the gas releases occurs at a slow rate, or from a large enough hole that the gas flows in a less than turbulent manner, these detectors will be rendered ineffective. Also, some normally occurring process noises may falsely trigger these detectors.

For toxic release events, electrochemical or semiconductor gas detectors are typically used. Electrochemical detectors allow a gas to diffuse through a porous mem-
brane to an electrode where it can either be oxidized or reduced to determine concentration. A semiconductor sensor detects a gas by observing changes in resistance on a conductive surface in the presence of a contaminant. Both detector types are calibrated to raise an alarm at a chemical-specific threshold concentration.

All of the sensors mentioned can be used in either a fixed or portable form. This paper considers fixed sensors only.

1.1.2 Industrial Standards for Sensor Placement

The placement of gas detection sensors in the petrochemical industry, whether for toxic or flammable releases, is typically based upon prescriptive processes and rules-of-thumb that rely on identifying equipment of interest, credible scenarios, and the properties of the gas in question. Following guidelines in the CCPS (2009) classification, the qualitative methods for the placement of gas detectors can be categorized according to their main intended purpose: source monitoring, volumetric monitoring, enclosure monitoring, path of travel and target receptor monitoring, and perimeter monitoring. Particular examples where these approaches are encouraged can be found in NFPA 15 (Section 6.5.2.7.1) (NFPA, 2007), API RP 14C (Section

1.1.3 Risk-based Approaches to Sensor Placement

In recent years, the aforementioned approaches have been coupled with risk concepts in order to enhance their effectiveness. In ISA-TR84.00.07 (ISA, 2010), a mitigated risk assessment is performed based on gas detector coverage and, if the desired risk threshold is not met, the gas detector placement is modified. In DeFriend et al. (2008), a risk-based methodology is proposed to assess the maximum size of a gas cloud that must be detected for the facility to have a tolerable risk. Placement methodologies based on optimization concepts have been considered as well. Obenschain et al. (2004) proposed the use of a genetic algorithm based on elitist selection where the members of the population with the highest fitness scores are kept in the next population. In Lee and Kulesz (2008), sensor locations are determined via an iterative dynamic programming algorithm using a risk measure as the objective function. In Gencer et al. (2008), the proposed mathematical models make it possible to optimally locate chemical agent detectors and alarms to provide the best interaction between the two systems. Dhillon and Chakrabarty (2003) proposed two general purpose algorithms based on miss probability and coverage considerations. Strøm and Bakke (1999) proposed a performance-based algorithm for the placement where a matrix of detectors is defined within the volume and an overall efficiency value for each specific detector is calculated. Sensor locations are then selected based on their ranking according to this metric. These approaches show promise over qualitative techniques; however, there is still a need for a much more systematic approach to
the placement of gas detectors.

1.2 Literature Review of Optimization Techniques for Sensor Placement

The stochastic programming formulation presented in this paper addresses the concerns that the information provided by gas dispersion simulations is not properly being utilized. Hundreds of scenarios across different leak locations and weather conditions are generated by rigorous simulation of the gas dispersion using FLACS. Writing the extensive form of the stochastic program results in a mixed-integer linear programming formulation that can handle a large numbers of scenarios, and is solvable to global optimality with little computational effort.

1.2.1 Sensor Placement in Municipal Water Networks

The work presented in this paper is an extension of an optimization approach developed by Berry et al. (2004) for the placement of contamination sensors in large-scale water distribution networks. By precomputing a large set of possible contamination scenarios, point sensors are placed throughout the network in order to minimize the total consumption of contaminant across a network subject to a set of cost constraints. Extensions to this work were made to relax constraints that required each event to be detected by at least one sensor with the addition of an unphysical dummy location (Berry et al., 2005). Further extensions considered effects of time on the sensor placement (including detection time) (Berry et al., 2006b) and uncertainty in flow patterns (Shastri and Diwekar, 2006). Early work in sensor placement for the detection of accidental contaminations in municipal water networks was performed by Kessler et al. (1998). Ostfeld and Salomons (2004) extended this problem to include unsteady conditions and applied a genetic algorithm to maximize coverage.

Watson et al. (2004) analyze the benefits of and tradeoffs between different objective functions. Berry et al. (2009) develop a formulation that accounts for imperfect
sensors with probability of missing a detection. Robust formulations consider solving an optimization problem in which the effects of the worst-case scenario in a set of scenarios is minimized (Carr et al., 2006; Watson et al., 2009).

Berry et al. (2005) assume that point sensors detect contamination if and only if the contaminant physically passes through the sensor. The sensors used in their formulation exhibit the same properties possessed by infrared and catalytic point gas sensors used in the petrochemical industry (Fire & Safety World Online, 2011). The water sensor network problem and the open-air gas dispersion problem differ mainly in the simulation frameworks used to create the possible contamination (or gas leak) scenarios. An adaptation of the sensor placement formulation in Berry et al. (2005) was applied to the open-air problem for homeland security purposes by Hamel et al. (2006). In their work, a CFD model is used to generate a set of potential urban attack events where a nuclear, biological, or chemical agent is dispersed into air.

CFD modeling of the dispersion is analogous to the EPANET water network model used in the work by Berry et al. (2006b). Our work considers flammable or toxic gas releases from a chemical process facility, and CFD software is used to generate rigorous dispersion simulations for various leak locations, process conditions, and weather variables.

1.2.2 \( p \)-Median Facility Location Problems

The mixed-integer linear programming formulation we use for the placement of sensors is identical to the \( p \)-median facility location problem (Hakimi, 1965; ReVelle and Swain, 1970; Mirchandani and Francis, 1990). The \( p \)-median problem can be solved with a branch-and-cut MILP solver in cases where problem sizes are not too large (Berry et al., 2006b), such as those presented in this paper. In the event that the problem size becomes too large, numerous heuristics exist for solution of these
A hybrid heuristic for solving the $p$-median problem has been developed by Resende and Werneck (2004) which utilizes a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) to generate a set of solutions, followed by local search and path-relinking to obtain high-quality local optima. Additionally, Berman et al. (2007) extend the $p$-median problem to consider facility reliability and disruptions. This idea is analogous to sensor failure in the sensor placement formulation and has been addressed by Benavides-Serrano et al. (2012).

1.3 CFD-Dispersion Data

The leak scenarios for this paper were generated by GexCon using the CFD package, FLACS (GexCon, 2011). Three separate sets of data are used in this paper to demonstrate and investigate the sensor placement techniques presented. A set of leak scenarios were generated for a real process facility, varying the leak locations and weather conditions. There were 270 scenarios generated for data set 1, 314 scenarios for data set 2, and 145 scenarios for data set 3. Each data set represents a separate module located within the same petrochemical processing facility. The process geometry itself is proprietary, however, it represents the full process geometry (equipment, piping, support structures, etc.) for a facility that is approximately 20 m in height and 50 m by 70 m in area for data set 1. The size of the process facility for data set 3 is of similar size, while the facility for data set 2 is a bit smaller (20 m in height and 20 m by 35 m in area). All scenarios were considered to have equal probability, thus the probability term $\alpha_a$ in the formulations is the same for all scenarios $a \in A$. A total of 994 potential point sensor locations were considered for data set 1, while 768 potential sensor point locations were considered for data set 2 and 943 potential locations for data set 3. Using data from each leak scenario simulation, GexCon identified the list of sensor locations where the concentration
of the gas was more than 10% of the LFL value, signaling that detection of the leak scenario would be possible from those locations. In addition, they provided the detection times $d_{a,i}$ for each of the scenarios $a \in A$ and locations $i \in L_a$. Given this data, the performance metric selected for these case studies was the expected value of the detection time. Of course, other measures, such as the volume of the flammable cloud at the time of detection, could also be used depending on available data.

1.3.1 Governing Physics in FLACS

The CFD package FLACS solves the compressible fluid flow conservation equations on a 3D Cartesian grid via the finite volume method. The conservation equations include those for mass, momentum, and species mass fractions as well as relevant transport equations. The basic equations used in FLACS are described by Hjertager (1984, 1986) and can be found in the FLACS user’s manual (GexCon, 2010).

1.3.1.1 Governing Equations for Fluid Flow

A mathematical model for compressible fluid flow is included in FLACS. The conservation of mass is accounted for, as is the momentum equation. Transport equations for enthalpy, mass fraction of species, and kinetic energy (and the dispersion thereof) are also included. The production of turbulent kinetic energy is contributed to by flow shear stresses, wall shear stresses, buoyancy, and sub-grid objects.

1.3.1.2 Turbulence Model

In FLACS, turbulence is modelled through the $k-\varepsilon$ model. This model is an eddy viscosity model that solves two of the transport equations mentioned above,
the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. A set of Prandtl-Schmidt numbers describing the diffusion of a variable compared to the dynamic viscosity are defined by FLACS.

1.3.1.3 Boundary Layers

In regions nearest to walls and obstructions, steep gradients in turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation exist. These regions are known as boundary layers, and the influence of these walls are modelled in FLACS. All energy transport equations are defined in this boundary region. Additionally, boundaries for the atmospheric layers are also defined. These wind boundaries are dependent on the Pasquill stability classes and the Monin-Obukhov length. The Pasquill stability classes are shown in Table 1.1, and show how this boundary layer height is affected by the Pasquill class. The value $L$ is the Monin-Obukhov length, $u$ is the wind velocity, and $f$ is a turbulence generation factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pasquill Class</th>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Boundary Layer Height, $h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>1500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>1500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Slightly Unstable</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>$0.3u^*L/ f$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Slightly Stable</td>
<td>$0.4 \sqrt{u^*L/ f}$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>$0.4 \sqrt{u^*L/ f}$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Wind Profile Parameters
1.4 Software and Hardware

The problem formulations were all formulated in Pyomo and solved using CPLEX 12.2 (IBM, 2010) on a dual quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5482 with a clock speed of 3.2GHz and 18 GB RAM.

The mixed-integer problems presented in this paper were formulated and solved using Pyomo (Hart et al., 2011). The Python Optimization Modeling Objects (Pyomo) software package provides a complete optimization modeling platform in a Python environment that allows for full scripting capabilities. Included in the Pyomo package are classes for defining parameters, variables, sparse sets, objective functions, and constraints. Pyomo can be used to formulate and solve linear, mixed-integer linear, nonlinear, or nonlinear mixed integer models. The Pyomo package is part of the Coopr (COmmon Optimization Python Repository) software library (COOPR, 2009). Coopr includes interfaces to common linear, mixed-integer, and nonlinear solvers, allowing users to apply optimizers to models developed using Pyomo.
2. GENERAL MIXED-INTEGER FORMULATION FOR GAS DETECTOR PLACEMENT*

In this section, a stochastic programming formulation for determining the optimal placement of gas detectors in petrochemical facilities, referred to as Problem (SP), is presented. Our goal is to determine a gas detector placement that is optimal (in some statistical metric) while considering uncertainty in the leak scenario by performing a single optimization over a large ensemble of potential leak scenarios. Variations in environmental conditions, process conditions, process geometries, and gas properties yields this large uncertainty space. The uncertainty is captured here through hundreds of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations that are develop for the specific facility being considered. A multi-scenario, mixed-integer programming formulation utilizes these simulations to determine an optimal gas detector placement by minimizing the detection time over all scenarios subject to a set of constraints. These constraints limit the maximum number of allowable sensors and require that all scenarios be detected by at least one sensor.

In the next section, the MILP formulation for optimally locating gas detectors throughout a facility is presented. In Section 2.2, this formulation is solved for a particular facility using the CFD simulations provided by GexCon. These results show how the fraction of set of events detected and the expected detection time across all events is impacted by the number of sensors allowed. Finally, Section 2.3 provides a summary of the chapter.

2.1 MILP Formulation

Problem (SP), the mixed-integer linear programming formulation for optimal gas
detector placement is given by,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{a \in A} \alpha_a \sum_{i \in L_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{l \in L} s_l \leq p \\
& \quad x_{a,i} \leq s_i \quad \forall a \in A, i \in L_a \\
& \quad \sum_{i \in L_a} x_{a,i} = 1 \quad \forall a \in A \\
& \quad s_l \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall l \in L \\
& \quad 0 \leq x_{a,i} \leq 1 \quad \forall a \in A, i \in L_a.
\end{align*}
\]

The notation used in the problem is summarized in the Nomenclature section of the
preamble. The set \( L = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \) includes all the potential gas detector locations,
and \( A = \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} \) represents the set of leak scenarios considered. Not all sensor
locations are affected by each leak scenario, and the subsets \( L_a \subseteq L, \forall a \in A, \) are
defined such that \( L_a \) contains all the sensor locations that can detect leak scenario \( a. \)

The objective function represents the expected value of the desired performance
metric. The parameter \( \alpha_a \) is the probability associated with leak scenario \( a, \) and the
parameter \( d_{a,i} \) is the applicable damage coefficient if leak scenario \( a \) is first detected by
a sensor at location \( i. \) The damage coefficients \( d_{a,i} \) are precomputed for each release
scenario \( a \in A \) and each sensor location \( i \in L_a. \) For the case studies considered
in this paper, each scenario is assumed equally probable, and we seek to minimize
the expected value of the detection time. Therefore, \( d_{a,i} \) is the time required for a sensor at location \( i \) to detect the leak simulated in scenario \( a \). In general, expert advice could be used to determine alternate values for \( \alpha_a \), and the precomputed damage coefficient can be any computable performance metric. For example, \( d_{a,i} \) may alternatively be defined as the total volume of flammable gas from scenario \( a \) at the time corresponding to detection by a gas detector at location \( i \). Similarly, in the event of a toxic gas release, it may be more appropriate to define \( d_{a,i} \) as the volume of gas above some toxic threshold, such as the \( LC_{50} \). Because it is precomputed, any performance metric can be selected, regardless of complexity or nonlinearity, while still retaining linearity of the optimization formulation.

The binary decision variable \( s_l \) represents the existence of a sensor \( (s_l=1) \) or the lack of a sensor \( (s_l=0) \) at location \( l \). The constraint given by equation (2.1b) limits the maximum number of gas detectors placed to be no more than the parameter \( p \). Each \( x_{a,i} \) is an indicator variable that has a value of 1 if a sensor at location \( i \) is the first to detect leak scenario \( a \), and 0 otherwise. Constraint (2.1c) ensures that location \( i \) can only be the first to detect leak scenario \( a \) if there is a sensor placed at location \( i \).

While constraint (2.1d) requires that each leak scenario must be detected by at least one sensor, a dummy location is included in \( L_a \) for every scenario, representing the situation where scenario \( a \) is not detected (Berry et al., 2006b). The damage coefficients for these dummy locations correspond to the maximum possible damage should the scenario go undetected. The \( x_{a,i} \) variables are continuous, however, given the problem formulation, each \( x_{a,i} \) will solve to either 0 or 1 in a converged solution (Berry et al., 2006b).
2.2 Numerical Results

Given this data, problem (SP), defined by equations (2.1a-2.1f), represents a stochastic programming problem that solves for an optimal placement of gas detectors that minimizes the expected value of the detection time across the scenarios considered. Using this formulation, we first solve a sequence of problems with an increasing value for $p$, the maximum number of sensors. For each scenario, a dummy location is included to allow for the possibility that a release scenario is not detected. In these case studies, the damage coefficient for the dummy location is set to be 10 seconds greater than the largest damage coefficient provided by the CFD simulations. For data sets 1 and 3, this value is 510 seconds, while for data set 2 this value is 900 seconds. This value penalizes any leak scenarios that are undetected. Results will be shown for each of the three data sets.

2.2.1 Data Set 1 Results

Figure 2.1 shows the optimal results as a function of the number of sensors placed. The symbols show the expected value of the detection time (indicated on the left ordinate). The × symbols show the fraction of scenarios that are detected (indicated on the right ordinate). The large damage coefficient assigned to the dummy location penalizes undetected scenarios, and all scenarios are detected when 24 or more gas detectors are allowed. This number of detectors is consistent with the results when detection is required by not allowing the use of a dummy location. After this point, additional sensors are not required to improve the number of leak scenarios detected, however they provide reduction in the expected detection time. Each of these optimization problems required only a few seconds to solve. Figure 2.1 was generated using problem (SP).

Figure 2.1 provides an important tool for safety systems planning and design. It
Figure 2.1: Objective vs. maximum allowable sensors for Data Set 1. Expected detection time (●) and fraction of leak scenarios detected (×) as a function of the maximum number of allowed sensors, \( p \).

supplies a plant-specific quantification of the number of sensors against the expected value of the detection time (or other desired metric). Decision-makers can use this information to evaluate the tradeoff between the cost of this component of their safety system and its expected effectiveness.

Figure 2.2 shows the relative locations of the chosen sensors for our example facility in data set 1 with \( p \), the maximum number of sensors, set to 50. The diagram represents an overhead view of the facility. The sensors may be located at differing vertical locations, which is not shown in this figure. The potential locations for the sensors are shown by the × markings, while the sensor locations chosen by Problem (SP) are shown by the □ markings. There are several areas, specifically toward the left side of the figure, where there are no sensors placed. In future chapters, we will
Figure 2.2: Locations of sensors placed by Problem (SP) in the process facility for Data Set 1. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP).
Figure 2.3: Objective vs. maximum allowable sensors for Data Set 2. Expected detection time (●) and fraction of leak scenarios detected (×) as a function of the maximum number of allowed sensors, p.

demonstrate how adjusting the problem formulation can improve coverage in these areas.

2.2.2 Data Set 2 Results

Figure 2.3 shows the results as a function of the number of sensors placed for data set 2. The ● symbols show the expected value of the detection time (indicated on the left ordinate). The × symbols show the fraction of scenarios that are detected (indicated on the right ordinate). The large damage coefficient assigned to the dummy location penalizes undetected scenarios, and all scenarios are detected when 12 or more gas detectors are allowed. After this point, additional sensors are not required to improve the number of leak scenarios detected, however they do provide reduction
Figure 2.4: Locations of sensors placed by Problem (SP) in the process facility for Data Set 2. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP).
in the expected detection time. Again, each of these optimization problems required only a few seconds to solve. Figure 2.3 was generated using problem (SP).

A total of 30 sensors were placed throughout the facility, as shown in Figure 2.4. The locations of the sensors selected by Problem (SP) are shown by the □ markings, while the potential locations are shown by the × markings. This layout is an overhead view, looking down on the facility. These sensors may be located at different vertical locations, though this is not captured in this figure. Several areas are devoid of sensors because there are no scenarios included in the data set that impact this area. In the next chapter, we will investigate the use of coverage constraints to locate sensors in these areas in order to improve the resiliency to unforeseen scenarios for Problem (SP).

2.2.3 Data Set 3 Results

In Figure 2.5, the expected detection time across all scenarios as a function of the number of sensors placed is shown for data set 3. The • symbols show the expected value of the detection time (indicated on the left ordinate). The × symbols show the fraction of scenarios that are detected (indicated on the right ordinate). The large damage coefficient assigned to the dummy location penalizes undetected scenarios, and all scenarios are detected when 18 or more gas detectors are allowed. After this point, additional sensors are not required to improve the number of leak scenarios detected, however they do provide reduction in the expected detection time. As with the previous two examples, each of these optimization problems required only a few seconds to solve. Figure 2.5 was generated using problem (SP).

A set of 55 sensors were placed throughout the facility, as shown in Figure 2.6. The locations of the sensors selected by Problem (SP) are shown by the □ markings, while the potential locations are shown by the × markings. This layout is an overhead
Figure 2.5: Objective vs. maximum allowable sensors for Data Set 3. Expected detection time (●) and fraction of leak scenarios detected (×) as a function of the maximum number of allowed sensors, $p$.

view, looking down on the facility. These sensors may be located at different vertical locations, though this is not captured in this figure.

2.3 Summary

This chapter presented a mixed-integer programming formulation for the optimal placement of gas detectors upon which the rest of this dissertation is built. This formulation allows seeks to optimally place a finite number of gas detectors, even in the face of a large uncertainty space in the set of potential gas release events. A large number CFD simulations are necessary to provide this leak scenario data, each with varying conditions to represent a different portion of the uncertainty space. Problem (SP) sought to optimally place a set of gas detectors in order to minimize the expected detection time across the entire set of release scenarios. The expected
Figure 2.6: Locations of sensors placed by Problem (SP) in the process facility for Data Set 3. \( \times \) represent potential sensor locations, \( \square \) represent sensors placed by formulation (SP).
detection time was the metric utilized here, though it should be noted that additional metrics such as expected cloud size, expected impact of an explosion, or expected number of impacted individuals could be utilized if that data is available without modifying the problem formulation. The problem formulation was implemented in the Pyomo optimization modeling framework.

Numerical results for this formulation were provided using the data sets representing real process geometries. This placement is provably optimal with respect to the scenarios used to build the extensive form of the stochastic program. The formulations were shown to work on three separate data sets, providing usefulness for multiple process geometries. Solution of this mixed-integer programming problem was computationally efficient, requiring only a few seconds to determine an optimal gas detector placement. This computational efficiency is very promising, as it indicates that this technique for determining sensor placements is computationally possible. Additionally, since this initial formulation is very computationally efficient, it opens the door to many extensions designed to improve the sensor placements while still being solvable in a tractable amount of time.

This optimal placement formulation relies on the data provided by CFD dispersion tools. This scenario generation can be extremely computationally expensive, requiring several hours and even days to generate just one scenario. Because these scenarios are so expensive, it may be beneficial to design extensions to the problem formulation to make best use of the limited scenario data available. Furthermore, we would like a method by which to determine how much confidence can be placed in the data set used for the optimization, as well as a way to determine when enough scenarios have been utilized.

While this problem formulation provides optimal values for the mean detection time across all scenarios, it provides no guarantee of tail behavior through the dis-
tribution of detection times for all scenarios. More clearly, this means that while the mean detection time for all scenarios may be very low, a few of the scenarios may require much longer time periods to detect. This longer time period could be of much more concern to the designers as safety systems because these scenarios may have much worse consequences. A min-max formulation has been solved to minimize the worst-case scenario, but this provides not guarantee that the rest of the distribution will even be close to optimal. An extension will be presented that considers conditional-value-at-risk to determine the optimal placement for the entire distribution while also providing control over the tail behavior of the distribution.

These results show that the use of MILPs for the placement of gas detectors is possible, and that with the proper extensions, can be an effective tool for aiding the design of safety systems throughout the petrochemical industry. This technique provides a systematic method for determining optimal gas detector placements while making full use of available gas dispersion scenarios, representing a significant step forward in the methods currently used in the petrochemical industry. Further extensions to this formulation will be examined in future chapters.
3. COVERAGE CONSTRAINTS FOR IMPROVED DETECTOR PLACEMENTS

If the number of scenarios used for the sensor placement is not significantly larger than the number of sensors to be placed or the scenario space has not sufficiently been sampled, the optimal placement using the basic formulation presented above can be biased towards the specific scenarios considered and may not be resilient in the face of alternate scenarios not considered in the optimization. Therefore, a second formulation is also developed that includes an additional constraint to guarantee a particular volumetric coverage and improve detectability in areas of the facility that are underrepresented by the given set of scenarios. This constraint hybridizes traditional heuristic-based coverage approaches with our optimization based approach. The second mixed-integer formulation, labeled problem (SPC), includes the same set of equations from Problem (SP), but contains additional constraints on the maximum allowable distances between any two placed gas detectors.

The proposed problem formulation is presented in the following section. Numerical results for the optimal placement of gas detectors by Problem (SP), Problem (SPC), and a coverage-only placement (C) is presented in Section 3.2. In this chapter, the full scenario set is considered when generating the proposed sensor placements; however, in Chapter 5, a sampling procedure is utilized to simulate unforeseen scenarios when evaluating these placements. This sampling procedure demonstrates that the formulation considering coverage is in fact more resilient to unforeseen scenarios. In Section 3.3, a summary of this chapter, as well as some conclusions and

discussion, is presented.

3.1 Formulation Including Coverage Constraints

Problem (SPC) includes equations (3.1a-3.1f) from Problem (SP) along with the additional constraints on coverage (3.1g),

\[
\min \sum_{a \in A} \alpha_a \sum_{i \in L_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i} \tag{3.1a}
\]

s.t.

\[
\sum_{l \in L} s_l \leq p \tag{3.1b}
\]

\[
x_{a,i} \leq s_i \quad \forall a \in A, i \in L_a \tag{3.1c}
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in L_a} x_{a,i} = 1 \quad \forall a \in A \tag{3.1d}
\]

\[
s_l \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall l \in L \tag{3.1e}
\]

\[
0 \leq x_{a,i} \leq 1 \quad \forall a \in A, i \in L_a \tag{3.1f}
\]

\[
\sum_{c \in C_l} s_c \geq 1 \quad \forall l \in L, \tag{3.1g}
\]

where \(C_l\) is the set of all locations that provide coverage to location \(l\). This constraint requires every location in the facility to be provided coverage by at least one placed sensor. Coverage sets are created in a preprocessing step. A coverage distance is first specified. Then, for each location \(l\), the set \(C_l\) is defined as all of the potential detector locations that are within the coverage distance. While the use of sensor locations seems unrelated to the definition of a coverage area, in our examples, the candidate sensor locations include an equally-spaced, three-dimensional grid across the entire facility. The intent of this hybridized approach is to meet the coverage goals with the additional benefit of intelligent placement of sensors based on rigorous
simulation data from modern dispersion simulation tools.

3.2 Numerical Results

3.2.1 Data Set 1 Results

To perform a comparison of the solutions resulting from different placement formulations, we set \( p=50 \) and solve problems (SP) and (SPC) using all available scenarios. For problem (SPC), we enforce a coverage distance of 6 m. To produce a fair comparison against a pure coverage-based approach, we find a placement that provides the best coverage possible given 50 sensors. This placement is labeled (C) and, for this case study, a coverage distance of 5.5 m was possible. Note that this placement may not be unique (there may be other placements of 50 sensors that also provide a 5.5 m coverage distance), however this placement achieves a coverage that is better than that required by problem (SPC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. Detection Time (s)</td>
<td>26.41</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>149.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Data Set 1: Results for 3 formulations using 50 sensors

Table 3.1 shows the performance of the gas detector placements found using each of these three approaches. Problem (SPC) has an additional coverage constraint and, as expected, the optimal expected detection time is worse than that using the placement from problem (SP). However, given the coverage constraint, we expect formulation (SPC) to be more resilient to leak scenarios not considered in the optimization. Note also that the optimal expected detection time is less than 5 seconds.
Figure 3.1: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-C) in process facility for Data Set 1. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and ◦ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-C).
longer, and both formulations are able to detect all the leak scenarios considered. This is in stark contrast to the coverage-only placement (C), where the expected detection time was over 5 times greater, and only four in five leak scenarios are detected. Even though the coverage provided by (C) is tighter than that required by problem (SPC), the performance of the coverage-only approach is significantly worse on these leak scenarios.

In Figure 3.1, we can see how the placement of sensors has been affected by the addition of a coverage constraint. In this figure, the sensors locations chosen by Problem (SP) (as shown in Chapter 2) are shown by the □ markings, while the new locations, as chosen by Problem (SPC), are shown by the ◦ markings. While Problem (SP) focused solely on locating sensors based on the set of scenarios used for the optimization problem, the coverage constraints in Problem (SPC) generate a more cautious coverage of the entire facility space by locating sensors more evenly across the set of potential locations. As we can see, the placements generated by these two formulations vary in approximately 40% of the locations chosen.

Additional results for Problem (SPC) are shown in Chapter 5. Results are shown for the performance of Problem (SP), Problem (SPC), and the coverage-only placement (C) on unforeseen scenarios through the use of a sampling procedure. Optimal placements are determined using a subset of scenarios from the entire scenario set, and additional subsets of the full scenario set are used to evaluate the placement.

3.2.2 Data Set 2 Results

A comparison of the solutions resulting from different placement formulations by allocating \( p = 30 \) sensors for each formulation and solve problems (SP) and (SPC) using all available scenarios. For data set 2, we enforce a coverage distance of 4 m for Problem (SPC). To produce a fair comparison against a pure coverage-based
approach, we find a placement that provides the best coverage possible given 30 sensors. This placement is labeled (C) and, for this case study, a coverage distance of 3.5 m was possible. Note that this placement may not be unique (there may be other placements of 30 sensors that also provide a 3.5 m coverage distance), however this placement achieves a coverage that is better than that required by problem (SPC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. Detection Time (s)</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>44.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Data Set 2: Results for 3 formulations using 30 sensors

Table 3.2 shows the performance of the gas detector placements found using each of these three approaches. Problem (SPC) has an additional coverage constraint and, as expected, the optimal expected detection time is worse than that using the placement from problem (SP). However, given the coverage constraint, we expect formulation (SPC) to be more resilient to alternate leak scenarios. Note also that the optimal expected detection time is less than 1.5 seconds longer, and both formulations are able to detect all the leak scenarios considered. The coverage-only placement (C) resulted in an expected detection time was over 2.5 times greater. However, unlike the performance of (C) on data set 1 where only 80% of scenarios were detected, over 98% of events were detected for data set 2. The area of the facility was much smaller, and the tighter coverage distance allowed this result to be much better. The placements generated by (SP) and (SPC) detected all of the release events. The
Figure 3.2: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-C) in process facility for Data Set 2. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and ○ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-C).
optimal placements are still better than the coverage-only placement (C), even given then much smaller area.

Figure 3.2 shows how the placement of sensors has been altered by the inclusion of the coverage constraint. The sensor locations chosen by Problem (SP) (as shown in Chapter 2) are shown by the □ markings, while the locations selected by Problem (SPC) are shown by the ◦ markings. Problem (SPC) focuses on optimally placing sensor while also being more cautious and allocating sensors more evenly throughout the facility. Approximately 50% of the sensors are different between the two placements. As we can see, the inclusion of the coverage constraint has a significant impact on the placement of sensors.

3.2.3 Data Set 3 Results

For data set 3 we compare the solutions from each of the sensor placement formulations by limiting the number of sensors place to \( p=55 \) and solve problems (SP) and (SPC) using all available scenarios. For problem (SPC), we enforce a coverage distance of 5 m. To produce a fair comparison against a pure coverage-based approach, we find a placement that provides the best coverage possible. This placement is labeled (C) and, for this case study, a coverage distance of 4.5 m was possible. Note that this placement may not be unique (there may be other placements that provide a 4.5 m coverage distance), however this placement achieves a coverage that is better than that required by problem (SPC). The placement generated by (C) includes two more sensors than either (SP) or (SPC). Therefore, it should have a slight advantage over those two placements.

Table 3.3 shows the performance of the gas detector placements found using each of these three approaches. Problem (SPC) has an additional coverage constraint and, as expected, the optimal expected detection time is worse than that using the
place the sensor from problem (SP). However, given the coverage constraint, we expect formulation (SPC) to be more resilient to alternate leak scenarios. Note also that the optimal expected detection time is less than 2 seconds larger, and both formulations are able to detect all the leak scenarios considered. The coverage-only placement (C) resulted in an expected detection time was over 4 times greater than either Problem (SP) or (SPC). The placement generated by (C) also only detects roughly 88% of the scenarios, performing much worse than the two optimal placements. These results are obtained even though (C) has a tighter coverage than either of the optimization based placements. This shows how the use of optimization techniques can improve sensor placements.

Table 3.3: Data Set 3: Results for 3 formulations using 55 sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. Detection Time (s)</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>90.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3 shows the two sensor placements generated by Problem (SP) and Problem (SPC) for data set 3. The sensor locations chosen by Problem (SP) (as shown in Chapter 2) are shown by the □ markings, while the locations selected by Problem (SPC) are shown by the ○ markings. Problem (SPC) focuses on optimally placing sensor while also being more cautious and allocating sensors more evenly throughout the facility. Approximately 40% of the sensors are different between the two placements. As we can see, the inclusion of the coverage constraint has a significant impact on the placement of sensors.
Figure 3.3: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-C) in process facility for Data Set 3. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and ◦ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-C).
3.3 Summary

In this chapter, an extension to the original formulation, Problem (SP), was proposed. This extension involved the addition of a constraint on the maximum distance between potential sensor locations and the nearest selected sensor location. This constraint enforces a coverage throughout all areas of the facility, regardless of whether or not the data set has scenarios impacting those areas. This combats any problems that may arise by a scenario set that does not fully represent the entire uncertainty range for potential release locations and dispersions. Additionally, this constraint is a hybridization of current industry techniques for provide some level of coverage throughout a facility. This formulation represents the combination of industry techniques with optimization methods.

Numerical results were provided for three independent data sets. These results show that Problem (SPC) suffers from a minimal increase in expected detection time across the scenarios as compared to Problem (SP). Additionally, we see that it detects all of the scenarios, like the optimal placement provided by Problem (SP). An overhead view of the facility shows how the location of sensors by these two placement formulations actually differs, but yields similar optimal values. This formulation provides a provably optimal solution while also being computationally efficient. For the size of problem considered, the results required a few seconds on a dual quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5482 with a clock speed of 3.2GHz and 18 GB RAM. Solution time is similar on a standards dual-core laptop or desktop. These results show that we can add a coverage constraint without dramatically impacting the optimal objective value. In Chapter 5, we perform optimizations over different sets of subsamples and show that the coverage formulation is indeed more resilient to unforeseen scenarios.
4. INCORPORATING CONDITIONAL-VALUE-AT-RISK FOR IMPROVED TAIL BEHAVIOR*

Our previous work has focused on minimizing the expected detection time (Legg et al., 2012a,b). However, the optimal sensor placement for this objective can yield poor worst-case performance. This is illustrated by the probability density functions shown in Figure 4.1. The dashed curve may have acceptable mean behavior, but excessively large detection times in the tail. While the probability of realizing a detection time in this tail is low, the consequences may be unacceptable. This is in contrast to the probability distribution shown by the solid line. Here, the mean detection time is larger, but the worst-case and tail-behavior are significantly improved. These observations motivate the application of Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) as an alternate risk metric in our formulation. CVaR is a popular downside risk measure with desirable theoretical and computational properties. By constraining CVaR, the optimization formulation produces detector placements with significantly improved tail-behavior. This work can be found in the paper by Legg et al. (2013).

In order to improve the tail behavior, we extend our previous work and add an additional constraint on Conditional-Value-at-Risk. CVaR is defined based on another popular risk measure Value-at-Risk (VaR). VaR has been widely applied and studied in the 1990s (Duffie and Pan, 1997). Figure 4.2 shows a visual interpretation of VaR. In the context of this paper, VaR indicates the largest detection time we might expect within a specified level of confidence. Specifically, for a random variable

Figure 4.1: Probability density functions for optimal detection times with different mean and tail behavior

\[ \tilde{t} \text{ and } 0 < \theta < 1, \]

\[ \text{VaR}_\theta := \min \{ \varsigma \in \mathbb{R} : \int_{\tilde{t} \leq \varsigma} f(\tilde{t}) \, d\tilde{t} \geq \theta \} \quad (4.1) \]

where \( f(\tilde{t}) \) is the density function of \( \tilde{t} \). Although VaR is a popular risk measure, it is not preferred since it lacks desirable mathematical characteristics such as subadditivity and convexity, and hence is less appealing for the control and optimization of risk (Krokhmal et al., 2011). A measure based on VaR, known as CVaR, was proposed in the early 2000s (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000; Uryasev, 2000; Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2002). CVaR, as shown in Figure 4.2, is the mean value of the detection time, conditional on the detection time exceeding VaR. In this sense, VaR provides the threshold value of the tail, while CVaR provides the mean value of the...
CVaR is defined as
\[
CVaR_{\theta} := (1 - \theta)^{-1} \int_{\tilde{t} \geq \text{VaR}_{\theta}} \tilde{t} f(\tilde{t}) \, d\tilde{t},
\]
and exhibits numerous desirable mathematical properties (Artzner et al., 1999). Furthermore, CVaR is not as difficult to compute as it might appear given definition (4.2) since it has been proven that
\[
CVaR_{\theta} = \min_{\beta} F_{\theta}(\beta) \tag{4.3}
\]
where
\[
F_{\theta}(\beta) := \beta + (1 - \theta)^{-1} \int [\tilde{t} - \beta]^+ f(\tilde{t}) \, d\tilde{t} \tag{4.4a}
\]
\[
[\tilde{t} - \beta]^+ = \max\{0, \tilde{t} - \beta\} \tag{4.4b}
\]

### 4.1 CVaR Problem Formulation

By (4.4a), the CVaR of detection time $\tilde{t}$, given sensor placement $s$, is
\[
CVaR_{\theta}(\tilde{t}(s)) = \min_{\beta} \beta + (1 - \theta)^{-1} \sum_{a \in A} \alpha_a [t(a, s) - \beta]^+ \tag{4.5}
\]
where $t(a, s)$ is the detection time for scenario $a$ given by $\sum_{i \in L_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i}$, and $\theta$ is the desired confidence level. An optimization formulation for minimizing the CVaR of...
detection time, referred to in this paper as problem (CVaR), can be written as

\[
\min \beta + \frac{1}{1-\theta} \sum_{a \in A} z_a \alpha_a \quad (4.6a)
\]

s.t.

\[
z_a \geq 0 \quad \forall a \in A \quad (4.6b)
\]

\[
z_a \geq \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i} - \beta \quad \forall a \in A \quad (4.6c)
\]

\[
\sum_{l \in L} s_l \leq p \quad (4.6d)
\]

\[
x_{a,i} \leq s_i \quad \forall a \in A, i \in \mathcal{L}_a \quad (4.6e)
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_a} x_{a,i} = 1 \quad \forall a \in A \quad (4.6f)
\]

\[
s_l \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall l \in L \quad (4.6g)
\]

\[
0 \leq x_{a,i} \leq 1 \quad \forall a \in A, i \in \mathcal{L}_a. \quad (4.6h)
\]
While this formulation solves to an optimal placement that has improved tail behavior, as expected, there can be significant non-uniqueness in the solution (i.e. several different sensor layouts give the same optimal CVaR value). Therefore, we use this formulation to determine a target value for CVaR, then exploit the nonuniqueness to minimize expected detection time subject to this constraint on CVaR. This can be achieved by adding a constraint on the maximum allowable CVaR value to problem formulation (SP). This new formulation, called problem (SP-CVaR) in this paper, requires the addition of constraints (4.7g-4.7i) to problem (SP) (4.7a-4.7f):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{a \in A} \alpha_a \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{l \in L} s_l \leq p \\
& \quad x_{a,i} \leq s_i \quad \forall a \in A, i \in \mathcal{L}_a \\
& \quad \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_a} x_{a,i} = 1 \quad \forall a \in A \\
& \quad s_l \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall l \in L \\
& \quad 0 \leq x_{a,i} \leq 1 \quad \forall a \in A, i \in \mathcal{L}_a \\
& \quad \beta + \frac{1}{1 - \theta} \sum_{a \in A} z_a \alpha_a \leq CVaR^* \\
& \quad z_a \geq 0 \quad \forall a \in A \\
& \quad z_a \geq \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_a} d_{a,i} x_{a,i} - \beta \quad \forall a \in A.
\end{align*}
\]

The target value \(CVaR^*\) is determined by a prior solution of problem (CVaR).
4.2 Numerical Results

Given this data, problem (SP) represents a stochastic programming problem that solves for an optimal placement of gas detectors that minimizes the expected value of the detection time across the scenarios considered. Problem (CVaR) represents the stochastic programming problem designed to optimally place gas detectors in order to minimize CVaR of the set of scenarios. This formulation provides a target value for the upper bound constraint on CVaR for the third formulation, problem (SP-CVaR). Problem (SP-CVaR) chooses an optimal gas detector placement scheme that minimizes the expected detection time for all scenarios while constraining CVaR to be less than or equal to the target value. Results will be shown below for the three data sets.

4.2.1 Data Set 1 Results

Table 4.1 presents the results for the solution of the stochastic programming formulations (SP) and (SP-CVaR). Each of these problems was solved, allowing a maximum of $p=50$ sensors to be placed throughout the facility. Note that in each case, all of the 270 scenarios were detected. Given the optimal placement from each formulation, we calculated the detection time across all scenarios. This table shows the minimum, mean, and maximum detection times. As expected, problem (SP) provides the best expected detection time of approximately 33 seconds. However, the worst-case behavior is significantly higher than the expected value at approximately 110 seconds. This gap motivates the use of programming formulations incorporating measures of tail behavior. Problem (SP-CVaR), was solved for five different values of $\theta$. A target value for the CVaR upper bound was determined by solving problem formulation (CVaR) presented in Section 4.1. At large values of $\theta$, the solution to (SP-CVaR) produces significantly improved tail behavior, lowering the worst-case
detection time to 81 seconds, nearly 30 seconds better than that produced by problem (SP). Furthermore, in this example formulation (SP-CVaR) sacrifices little in terms of the expected detection time. As the confidence level $\theta$ is reduced, formulation (SP-CVaR) produces results that resemble those of problem (SP). At these lower values of $\theta$, the distribution that makes up VaR includes almost all of the probability distribution function, and in the limit as $\theta \to 0$ it approaches the minimum expected detection time formulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP)</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>110.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP-CVaR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.95$</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>34.55</td>
<td>81.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.90$</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>34.55</td>
<td>81.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.80$</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>34.08</td>
<td>81.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.20$</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>110.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.10$</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>110.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage Only</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>56.61</td>
<td>266.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Data Set 1: Minimum, maximum, and mean values for the damage coefficients of each problem formulation.

Figure 4.3 displays a histogram of the detection times for the optimal sensor placements. In the top figure, the detection times for problem (SP) are presented. As expected, this formulation produces a placement that includes a bulk of the scenarios towards the low end of the distribution, as indicated by the high number
Figure 4.3: Expected detection times for (SP) and (SP-CVaR) for Data Set 1. Expected detection times for all of the scenarios in the solution of problem SP (top) and problem SP-CVaR (bottom) where $\theta=0.95$. 
of events located in the 20 second to 40 second range. While the mean detection time is minimized, it is also apparent that this problem formulation does not explicitly consider the tail of the distribution, sacrificing lower detection times for a few events in order to improve the mean. Several events were detected near 80 seconds, and the worst-case detection time was 110.5 seconds. However, problem (SP-CVaR) produces an optimal placement that corrects this behavior, as shown in the bottom panel. Problem (SP-CVaR) was formulated with a limit on the CVaR for the 95%-level tail distribution ($\theta = 0.95$). The worst-case scenario has been reduced to approximately 80 seconds, as also indicated in Table 4.1. Only 6 scenarios required more than 65 seconds to detect, which is half of the number of events in that range from the placement produced by (SP). This small sacrifice in expected detection time is acceptable in instances where it is desired to reduce the number of high consequence scenarios. To provide a representative comparison, Table 4.1 also shows results for a placement that was based on coverage alone. We assume that each sensor provides a fixed coverage radius $r$. Then, we determine the tightest coverage radius possible while ensuring that each monitoring point is protected by at least one sensor. Limiting the number of sensors to be no more than $p=50$, in essence, this produces a placement that maximizes the coverage that is possible using the 50 sensors. In Table 4.1 we see that this coverage-only approach performs significantly worse with a mean detection time of approximately 56 seconds, and a worst-case detection time of approximately 266 seconds, over 4 times worse than the CVaR formulation. Furthermore, this placement produces very high detection times and a full 45% of all simulated leak scenarios were not detected. (Note that the min, mean, and worst-case numbers given for the coverage-only case included the detected scenarios only.)

Finally, Figure 4.4 presents an overhead view of the sensor placement layouts
Figure 4.4: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-CVaR) in process facility for Data Set 1. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and * represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-CVaR). The value of $\theta=0.95$. 
produced by problem (SP) and problem (SP-CVaR). Both the x and y facility coordinates are provided in meters, and all of the vertical z coordinates have been collapsed into one layer. The × symbols represent all of the potential sensor locations. The sensors placed by problem (SP) are represented by the □ symbols, while those placed by problem (SP-CVaR) are marked with the * symbol. Of the 50 sensors placed by each formulation, 42 were placed in the same location. This means that 8 sensors were moved based only upon the addition of the CVaR upper bound constraint. Therefore, while the expected value of the detection time changes little, there are significant differences in the sensor placement found.

4.2.2 Data Set 2 Results

Table 4.2 presents the results for the solution of the stochastic programming formulations (SP) and (SP-CVaR) using data set 2. Each of these problems is solved with \( p=30 \) sensors to be placed throughout the facility. Note that in each case, all of the 314 scenarios in data set 2 were detected. Considering detection time across all scenarios, this table shows the minimum, mean, and maximum detection times. Problem (SP) provides the best expected detection time at 17.29 seconds. The worst detection time is significantly higher at 518.5 seconds. Problem (SP-CVaR) was solved using five different values of \( \theta \) (as seen in Table 4.2). The target CVaR value for the constraint in Problem (SP-CVaR) was determined by solving Problem (CVaR), as shown in Section 4.1. Larger values of \( \theta \) should provide much improved tail behaviour, while lower values should result in solutions that are much more similar to Problem (SP). As we can see, the Problem (SP-CVaR) sacrifices very little in terms of the expected detection time for all values of \( \theta \). However, it appears that the longest detection time required for any scenario does not change by considering CVaR in the problem formulation. This demands a closer look at the distribution of
the detection times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP)</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP-CVaR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.95$</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.90$</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.80$</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.20$</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta=0.10$</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>518.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Data Set 2: Minimum, maximum, and mean values for the damage coefficients of each problem formulation.

In Figure 4.5, the distribution of the detection times for each scenario is shown for each of the optimal sensor placements. In the top panel, the detection times for Problem (SP) are shown. This formulation produces a placement that has a bulk of the scenarios detected in a time towards the low end of the distribution. A majority of the scenarios are detected between 15 and 17 seconds. This problem formulation does an effective job minimizing the expected detection time across all of the scenarios, but it is also apparent that there are several scenarios that require more than 18 seconds to detect. Problem (SP-CVaR) explicitly considers the events in the tail of the distribution when determining the optimal placement of sensors. When Problem (SP-CVaR) is formulated with a limit on the CVaR for the 95%-level tail distribution, i.e. $\theta=0.95$, roughly 35% fewer scenarios are detected above the 18 second mark. There is very little sacrifice in the mean detection time to improve
Figure 4.5: Expected detection times for (SP) and (SP-CVaR) for Data Set 2. Expected detection times for all of the scenarios in the solution of problem SP (top) and problem SP-CVaR (bottom) where $\theta=0.95$. 

54
Figure 4.6: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-CVaR) in process facility for Data Set 2. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and * represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-CVaR). The value of $\theta=0.95$. 
this tail behavior. This can be inspected visually by noting how the bulk of the
distribution shifts slightly to the right as compared to the distribution of Problem
(SP). In both figures, there is one scenario that is detected in 518.5 seconds. This was
seen as the maximum detection time required in Table 4.2. This is because there is
one scenario in which the lowest possible detection time is 518.5 seconds. Therefore,
even the inclusion of a CVaR into the problem formulation cannot improve this.

An overhead view of the sensor placement layouts generated by Problem (SP)
and Problem (SP-CVaR) is shown in Figure 4.6. Both the x and y coordinates in the
facility as shown in meters. Additionally, because this is an overhead view, the z-
coordinate is not shown. Therefore, sensors may lie on different vertical locations, but
may appear to be on the same point. The × symbols represent all of the potential
sensor locations. The sensors placed by problem (SP) are represented by the □
symbols, while those placed by problem (SP-CVaR) are marked with the * symbol.
Of the 30 sensors placed by each formulation, at least 10% of the sensors were located
in different places. Therefore, while the expected value of the detection time changes
little, there are significant differences in the sensor placement found.

4.2.3 Data Set 3 Results

In Table 4.3, the results for the solution of problem formulations (SP) and (SP-
CVaR) for data set 3 are shown. These problems were both solved with a maximum
number of sensors $p=55$ to be placed. In each of the problems, all of the 145 scenarios
in data set 3 were detected. This table shows the minimum, mean, and maximum
detection time across all of the scenarios. Naturally, Problem (SP) yields the best
expected detection time of the two formulations, with a value of 17.99 seconds for the
expected detection time across all scenarios (or the mean). The worst-case detection
time for Problem (SP) was higher at 26.20 seconds. Problem (SP-CVaR) was solved
with 3 different values of \( \theta \). For the previous results, \( \theta=0.9 \) and \( \theta=0.95 \) were also considered, but because data set 3 has much fewer scenarios, the largest value of \( \theta \) considered was 0.8. The target value for CVaR was determined by solving Problem (CVaR), shown in Section 4.1, and then was used in the constraint on CVaR in Problem (SP-CVaR). Problem (SP-CVaR) has only a slightly higher expected detection time than Problem (SP), while providing a better worst-case detection time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP)</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>26.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem (SP-CVaR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta=0.80 )</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>25.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta=0.20 )</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>26.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta=0.10 )</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>26.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Data Set 3: Minimum, maximum, and mean values for the damage coefficients of each problem formulation.

The distribution of the detection times for all scenarios is shown for each of the optimal sensor placements in Figure 4.7. The top panel shows the detection times for Problem (SP). The bulk of the events are detected towards the lower end of the distribution, however there are a significant portion of the scenarios above the 22 second mark. The mean detection time for the distribution is lower than Problem (SP-CVaR), shown in the bottom panel, but the tail end of the distribution is not as favorable. Because Problem (SP-CVaR) explicitly considers this tail of the distribution, it performs better at reducing the number of events above 22 seconds and lowers the maximum detection time. When Problem (SP-CVaR) is formulated
Figure 4.7: Expected detection times for (SP) and (SP-CVaR) for Data Set 3. Expected detection times for all of the scenarios in the solution of problem SP (top) and problem SP-CVaR (bottom) where $\theta=0.80$. 
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with a limit on the CVaR for the 80%-level tail distribution, i.e. θ=0.8, roughly 45% fewer scenarios are detected above the 22 second mark. This is achieved while also sacrificing very little in the mean detection time of the distribution.

The overhead view of the sensor placement layouts generated by Problem (SP) and Problem (SP-CVaR) is shown in Figure 4.8. The locations are shown in terms of the x-y coordinates in meters. The vertical locations are not shown in this figure, therefore sensors could appear to be located at the same location while being at different vertical heights. The × symbols represent all of the potential sensor locations. The sensors placed by problem (SP) are represented by the □ symbols, while those placed by problem (SP-CVaR) are marked with the * symbol.

4.3 Summary

In this Chapter, the previously developed mixed-integer programming formulation for the placement of gas detectors in a petrochemical facility, Problem (SP), was extended by incorporating a constraint on the Conditional-Value-at-Risk. These formulations utilize leak scenario data from modern, rigorous CFD simulation tools. The first formulation, defined in this paper as problem formulation (SP), is designed to determine a sensor placement that minimizes the expected value of the detection time. This objective value can be extended to other desired metrics, depending on the goals of the problem and the data available. Problem (C) seeks to determine a sensor placement that minimizes the CVaR of the scenario set. This formulation is used to provide a target upper bound value for CVaR in problem formulation (SP-CVaR). Problem (SP-CVaR), like problem (SP), determines a sensor placement that minimizes the expected detection time across all scenarios, but imposes a limit on the upper bound of CVaR using the target value provided by formulation (C). Each of the problem formulations was implemented using the optimization modeling
Figure 4.8: Locations of sensors placed by (SP) and (SP-CVaR) in process facility for Data Set 3. × represent potential sensor locations, □ represent sensors placed by formulation (SP), and * represent sensors placed by formulation (SP-CVaR). The value of $\theta=0.80$. 
framework, Pyomo. The solution of both of these problem formulations is efficient, requiring only a few seconds for Problem (SP) and less than a minute for most values of \( \theta \) for Problem (SP-CVaR).

The numerical results for this chapter were obtained utilizing the three data sets provided by GexCon, each representing a realistic process facility. In each of the results, Problem (SP) provided a sensor placement with good performance in minimizing the expected detection time across all scenarios. As expected, this formulation provided the lowest mean detection time. Additionally, it produced a distribution of detection times with a bulk of the events requiring little time to detect. However, this formulation produced a placement that gives a wide distribution of detection times and does not have good worst-case performance. For data set 1, the maximum detection time with this placement was 110.5 seconds, while 12 scenarios required more than 65 seconds to detect. Given these results, a strong case was made to extend this formulation to improve the worst-case behavior. For data set 2, the maximum detection time was 518.5 seconds, while 8 scenarios required more than 18 seconds to detect. Finally, for data set 3, the maximum detection time for Problem (SP) was 26.20 seconds, while 19 scenarios required more than 22 seconds to detect.

Problem (SP) incorporated a restriction on the CVaR value of the scenario set into the original problem formulation (SP). The CVaR upper bound is determined through a minimization of the value of CVaR, shown in Section 4.1 as problem formulation (CVaR). Minimum, mean, and maximum detection times for the scenario set were tabulated for problem (SPC) for several values of the \( \theta \)-level distribution for each data set. Problem (SP-CVaR) showed a slight increase in the expected detection time across all scenarios compared to problem (SP), but provided a sensor placement that reduced the worst-case detection time by almost 30 seconds for data set 1, no reduction in the worst-case time for data set 2 because one scenario could
only be detected in a very large time span, and a reduction of 1.0 seconds for data set 3. Additionally, for data set 1, only 6 scenarios required more than 65 seconds to detect, which is half that of problem (SP). For data set 2, only 5 scenarios required more than 18 seconds to detected (overall reduction of more than 35%), and for data set 3, only 10 scenarios required more than 22 seconds to detect. Furthermore, the results for data set 1 show that both of these optimization-based approaches produced sensor placements that provide significantly better performance than that based on coverage alone.

These results show that a formulation designed to limit the worse-case scenarios while also providing good performance on the mean of the distribution of detection times for all events is possible. This is important because the previous formulations showed great performance on minimizing the mean detection time across all scenarios, but still had several worst-case scenarios. These worst-case scenarios may lead to very high impact events, and need to be mitigated as much as possible. The SP-CVaR formulation reduces the impact of these scenarios while also providing a good mean detection time. Because this formulation is still very computationally efficient, it can be solved on standard computers, making it a tool available to designers of safety systems without the need for supercomputers.
5. DETERMINING THE QUALITY OF DETECTOR PLACEMENTS

A major challenge in stochastic programming is deciding whether or not enough scenarios were used to adequately represent the uncertainty space. There are two related aspects to consider. First, given an optimal placement found using one set of leak scenarios, we wish to evaluate the performance of this candidate placement on alternate sets of leak scenarios. This is done using Monte-Carlo subsampling of our scenario set and provides us some measure of the reliability of the candidate solution to unforeseen leak scenarios. Second, given a candidate gas detector placement, we would like to know confidence intervals on the value of the objective if we could consider the entire uncertainty space. This is calculated using the procedure of Mak et al. (1999) to determine the 95% confidence intervals on the optimality gap statistic.

5.1 Implementation of the Procedure of Mak, Morton, and Wood [1999]

The procedure combining these two aspects is outlined as follows:

1. $n$ scenarios are randomly sampled from the full scenario set to generate a candidate sensor placement.

2. An optimal placement given these scenarios is determined using $p$ sensors. This candidate placement is stored in $s$.

3. For each $i = 1, \ldots, n_g$:

   (a) $n$ scenarios are again randomly sampled from the full scenario set.

---

(b) The optimization formulation considering these scenarios is solved, and the optimal objective value is stored as $F_i^*$. 

(c) Using these same scenarios, the objective function is evaluated with fixed $s = \hat{s}$. The objective value resulting from this candidate placement is stored as $F_i^c$. 

4. A histogram of all values in $F^c$ is generated. This provides statistics regarding the effectiveness of the candidate placement $\hat{s}$ on scenario sets that were not considered when generating the candidate solution. 

5. Optimality gap statistics are then computed according to Mak et al. (1999), where

$$G_i = F_i^c - F_i^*,$$

$$\bar{G} = \frac{1}{n_g} \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} G_i,$$

$$s_G = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_g - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} (G_i - \bar{G})^2}$$

and the approximate $(1-\alpha)$-level confidence interval for the optimality gap is

$$[0, \bar{G} + t_{\alpha, n_g-1} \cdot s_G \sqrt{n_g}].$$

Here, $n_g$ represents the number of subsampled scenario sets to consider, while $n$ is the number of scenarios included in each subsample. The above procedure is used
to evaluate the performance of the candidate placements using each of the three placement strategies described previously: minimizing expected detection time (SP), minimizing expected detection time while satisfying a constraint on coverage (SPC), and coverage-only (C). The coverage-only based placement does not optimize over any scenarios, therefore it is only reasonable to generate the histograms from step 4, and not the optimality gap statistics. The number of subsampled scenario sets considered was \( n_g = 1000 \), and the number of scenarios in each subsample is \( n = 75 \). Since the number of available scenarios (275 for Data Set 1, 314 for Data Set 2, 145 for Data Set 3) is not significantly larger than the subsample size (75), we were not able to perform random partitioning of the full scenario space. Rather, subsamples were randomly drawn and replaced before the next set of subsamples were drawn. This means that some scenarios may be shared across different subsample sets, and the reported results may have smaller variance than that which would be produced if there were enough scenarios for full partitioning. Sampling without replacement is preferred, so the use of more scenarios is recommended if available.

5.2 Numerical Results

5.2.1 Data Set 1 Results

Considering problem (SP) allowing 50 sensors (\( p = 50 \)), repeatedly optimizing over \( n = 75 \) scenarios a total of \( n_g = 1000 \) times produces a mean optimal value of \( F^* = 25.80 \) seconds with a standard deviation of only 0.402 seconds. Furthermore, for each of the 1000 optimizations, all leak scenarios were detected. These values can be seen in Table 5.1. This shows that this approach is able to effectively place 50 sensors to protect against any one set of 75 scenarios. However, we are more interested in the effectiveness of a candidate placement on unforeseen scenarios that were not considered during the optimization. Figure 5.1 shows histograms of \( F^c \) (from step
4) for candidate placements from each of the three approaches. Recall that these values are calculated using the candidate placement ($\hat{s}$) from step 2 evaluated over 1000 randomly selected subsets of 75 scenarios each. The mean expected detection time for the candidate placement from problem (SP) is 60.6 seconds with a standard deviation of 9.5 seconds. The top panel in 5.1 shows the complete histogram of $F^c$ for problem (SP). Furthermore, on average, the fraction of scenarios detected by the candidate placement was 0.94 with a standard deviation of 0.02, with the histogram of the fraction of scenarios detected shown in the top panel of Figure 5.2. While problem (SP) produces a good optimal objective value when determining the candidate placement, when this placement ($\hat{s}$) is evaluated on alternate scenario sets, the performance decreases significantly.

We expect that problem formulation (SPC) will produce a candidate placement that is more reliable on alternate scenarios. The mean expected value $\bar{F}^*$ for problem (SPC) is 29.30 with a standard deviation of 0.735, slightly worse than that from problem (SP). However, the mean expected time for the candidate placement on the alternate scenario sets ($\bar{F}^c$) is 37.03 seconds with a standard deviation of only 3.4 seconds. The mean fraction of scenarios detected was 0.994 with a standard deviation of 0.007, a considerable improvement over the candidate placement from (SP). As expected, problem formulation (SPC) produces a candidate placement that performs significantly better on alternate scenario sets than that produced by problem (SP). Full histograms of both $F^c$ and the fraction of scenarios detected for the candidate placement from (SPC) are shown in the middle panels of Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

The bottom panels in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the values for $F^c$ and the fraction of scenarios detected by the candidate placement from (C). The mean expected detection time $\bar{F}^c$ was 150.1 seconds with a standard deviation of 15.12 seconds,
Figure 5.1: Data Set 1: Expected detection times $F^c_i$ for candidate placements from different approaches
Figure 5.2: Data Set 1: Fraction of scenarios detected for candidate placements from different approaches
and the mean fraction of scenarios detected is 0.8 with a standard deviation of 0.03. These figures show that the candidate placement based on coverage alone performs significantly worse than both optimization based approaches. Tables 5.1 and 5.3 show a summary of the statistics for each of the three placement formulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>25.80</td>
<td>29.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Data Set 1: Statistics for $F^*$ from Step 3.2

While it is common to approximate the full uncertainty space with a finite number of scenarios, because of the high computational cost associated with rigorous CFD simulation of the leak scenarios, scenario data is likely to be limited. Given a candidate solution, the procedure of Mak et al. (1999) provides confidence intervals on the optimality gap if this candidate solution was applied over a much larger set of scenarios (i.e. so large that the full uncertainty space is fully approximated). Confidence intervals were calculated using $n_g=30$ samples. The results presented are the worst optimality gap for ten different runs of the sampling procedure.

Table 5.2 includes the 95% confidence intervals on this optimality gap for both formulations (SP) and (SPC). As expected, while formulation (SP) produces the lowest mean objective value ($\bar{F}^*$), the confidence intervals on the optimality gap are large. However, while formulation (SPC) has a slightly worse mean objective value
(\(\bar{F}^*\)), the 95% confidence intervals are much smaller, indicating that this placement may outperform the placement from (SP) over the entire uncertainty space. The 95% confidence intervals on the optimality gap cannot be determined for this coverage only placement because there is no “optimal” placement given a set of scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>60.63</td>
<td>37.03</td>
<td>150.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>9.532</td>
<td>3.445</td>
<td>15.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev. Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Confidence Interval</td>
<td>[0, 38.94]</td>
<td>[0, 10.12]</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimality Gap Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Data Set 1: Statistics for \(F^c\) from Steps 3.3 and 5

5.2.2 Data Set 2 Results

As with the results from data set 1, repeatedly optimizing problem (SP) over \(n=75\) scenarios a total of \(n_g=1000\) times produces a mean optimal value of \(\bar{F}^* = 17.13\) seconds with a standard deviation of only 2.908 seconds for data set 2. All leak scenarios were detected for each of the 1000 subsamples. These results show that this approach effectively protects against any set of 75 scenarios by placing 30 sensors. Next, we would like to analyze how this approach performs in the face of unforeseen scenarios that were not used during the optimization. In Figure 5.3, histograms of \(F^c\) (from step 4) for candidate placements are shown for the three approaches (SP, SPC, and C). These values are determined by evaluating the placement from step 2 (\(\hat{s}\)) over
the 1000 random subsets of 75 scenarios. The mean expected detection time for the
candidate placement from problem (SP) is 34.36 seconds, with a standard deviation
of 11.94 seconds. The complete histogram of the expected detection times for each of
the random samples is shown in the top panel of Figure 5.3. Additionally, the mean
fraction of events detected by the candidate placement is 0.983, with a standard
deviation of 0.013. The top panel of Figure 5.4 shows the histogram of fraction of
events detected for problem (SP). While the placement generated by problem (SP)
provides a very good optimal objective value when solving for a candidate placement,
it is apparent that the performance suffers when this placement is evaluated on
alternate scenario sets. Table 5.3 shows a summary of these results.

As postulated in the results for data set 1, it is expected that problem (SPC)
will produce a more reliable candidate placement for alternate scenario sets. For
problem (SPC), the mean expected value $\bar{F}^*=17.91$, with a standard deviation of
2.957. These values are slightly worse than those produce by problem (SP). Again,
all of the events were detected. When evaluated on alternate scenario sets, the mean
expected detection time for problem (SPC), $\bar{F}^c$, was 27.42 with a standard deviation
of 7.916. This is a noticeable improvement over the performance of problem (SP).
The mean fraction of events detected is 0.997 with a standard deviation of 0.005,
also showing improvement over problem (SP). Histograms for $F^c$ and the fraction
of scenarios detected for the candidate placement from problem (SPC) are shown in
the middle panels of Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

In order to compare the performance of problems (SP) and (SPC) to the coverage-
only approach (C), the histograms for the expected detection times and fraction of
events detected for placement (C) are shown in the bottom panels of Figures 5.3 and
5.4, respectively. The mean expected detection time for all samples ($\bar{F}^c$) is 44.61
seconds with a standard deviation of 13.40 seconds. The mean fraction of scenarios
Figure 5.3: Data Set 2: Expected detection times $F_i^c$ for candidate placements from different approaches.
Figure 5.4: Data Set 2: Fraction of scenarios detected for candidate placements from different approaches.
detected is 0.980 with a standard deviation of 0.013. Again, the optimization-based approach outperforms the pure coverage-based approach on this scenario set.

The 95% confidence intervals on the optimality gap for both formulations (SP) and (SPC) are shown in Table 5.4. Formulation (SPC) outperforms formulation (SP) when candidate solutions are evaluated on alternate scenario sets. The expected objective is lower, and the confidence intervals are tighter. This indicates that the placement generated by problem formulation (SPC) should outperform the placement generated by problem (SP) over the entire uncertainty space. There is no 95% confidence interval for the coverage-only placement because there is no “optimal” coverage-only placement for a particular set of scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>17.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>2.908</td>
<td>2.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Data Set 2: Statistics for $F^*$ from Step 3.2

5.2.3 Data Set 3 Results

For data set 3, repeatedly optimizing problem (SP) over $n=75$ scenarios a total of $n_g=1000$ times produced a mean optimal value of $\bar{F}^*=17.43$ seconds with a standard deviation of 0.153 seconds. Furthermore, all leak scenarios were detected for each of the samples. These results are summarized in Table 5.5. By placing 55 sensors, problem formulation (SP) effectively protects against any set of 75 scenarios from
the full scenario set. However, when faced with scenarios not in the set used to optimize the placement, the performance suffers. The performance of the placement on unforeseen scenarios is determined by evaluating the placement (\( \hat{s} \)) from step 2 in Section 5.1 over 1000 random subsets of 75 scenarios each. The top panels of Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the histograms for the expected detection time and fraction of scenarios detected by the candidate placement from (SP) on alternate subsamples of scenarios. The mean expected detection time for all samples is 45.01 seconds with a standard deviation of 8.260 seconds. The mean fraction of events detected is 0.951 with a standard deviation of 0.0167. While problem formulation (SP) performs well on the set of scenarios used to optimize the placement, the performance of the placement suffers when faced with unforeseen scenarios.

For problem (SPC), the mean optimal value of \( \bar{F}^* = 18.19 \) seconds with a standard deviation of 0.246 seconds, slightly worse than that produced by problem (SP). All scenarios were detected. When evaluated on alternate samples of scenarios, problem (SPC) yielded a mean expected detection time \( \bar{F}_c = 24.47 \) seconds with a standard deviation of 3.295 seconds. The fraction of events detected is 0.993 with a standard deviation of 0.013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>34.36</td>
<td>27.42</td>
<td>44.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>7.916</td>
<td>13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev. Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Confidence Interval</td>
<td>[0, 17.83]</td>
<td>[0, 9.881]</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimality Gap Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Data Set 2: Statistics for \( F^c \) from Steps 3.3 and 5
Figure 5.5: Data Set 3: Expected detection times $F_i^c$ for candidate placements from different approaches.
Figure 5.6: Data Set 3: Fraction of scenarios detected for candidate placements from different approaches.
deviation of 0.007, a marked improvement over the placement generated by problem (SP). The histograms for $F^c$ and the fraction of scenarios detected for problem (SPC) are shown in the middle panels of Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.

For the coverage-only approach (C), the expected detection times and fraction of scenarios detected are shown in the bottom panels of Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Placement (C) produced a mean expected detection time $\bar{F}^e=109.0$ seconds with a standard deviation of 13.45 seconds, and the mean fraction of scenarios detected is 0.853 with a standard deviation of 0.028. For this data set, the coverage-only placement performs significantly worse than either of the two optimization based approaches.

Table 5.6 shows the 95% confidence intervals on the optimality gaps for problem formulations (SP) and (SPC). While problem (SP) produces the lower $F^*$ of the two formulations, its expected objective value is worse, and it also produces a much larger confidence interval on the optimality gap. The difference in the optimality gaps between formulations (SP) and (SPC) shows that the placement generated by problem (SPC) should perform much better over the full uncertainty space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(SP)</th>
<th>(SPC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>18.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Exp. Time (s)</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fraction Detected</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Dev. Fraction Detected</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Data Set 3: Statistics for $F^*$ from Step 3.2
5.3 Summary

In this chapter, previously developed mixed-integer approaches for optimal placement of gas detectors in a petrochemical facility were assessed on scenarios not known during the optimization. By far, the dominant computational cost in the entire approach to optimally determining sensor placements is the simulation of leak scenarios. Simulation of a single leak scenario can take hours to days of computational time. Therefore, there is a desire to limit the number of required scenarios. However, there is no guarantee that a small number of scenarios will adequately approximate the uncertainty space (leak location, process conditions, weather, etc.). We have outlined a sampling procedure based on the work of Mak et al. (1999) that quantifies the effectiveness of candidate placements on alternate scenario sets not considered in the optimization. This procedure also provides confidence intervals on the optimality gap for a candidate placement over the entire uncertainty space. Note that this sampling procedure uses subsamples from a predetermined fixed set of scenarios. If the original set of scenarios is somehow biased, the calculated statistics may not be sufficiently conservative, leading to false confidence in candidate sensor placements.
Therefore, it is important that the simulated leak scenarios truly represent a random sampling from the uncertainty space. All formulations analyzed in this chapter were compared on three independent data sets provided by GexCon.

Formulation (SP) generates sensor placements with good performance over the set of scenarios considered. We recommend this problem formulation if the scenario set is large enough to produce sufficiently small confidence intervals on the optimality gap statistic. A procedure such as that described in Section 5.1 should be used to determine if enough scenarios are available to adequately represent the uncertainty space. If there are not enough scenarios to provide the necessary performance guarantees, there are two alternatives. We can either perform additional CFD simulations, and increase the number of scenarios, or we can modify the problem formulation to provide improved reliability.

Given the high cost of simulating scenarios using CFD modeling, it is more desirable to improve the problem formulation. Problem formulation (SPC) includes constraints on the overall volume coverage. This hybridized approach meets the coverage goals while still making effective use of the rigorous simulation data for improved performance. Problem formulation (SPC) sacrifices little in terms of the optimal objective value over the scenarios considered, but provides significantly improved detection of scenarios that were not considered in the optimization. Using formulation (SPC), the mean value $\bar{F}_c$ was significantly better than that obtained using candidate solutions from formulation (SP). Therefore, if the number of scenarios do not provide the necessary performance guarantees, we recommend using problem formulation (SPC).

It should also be noted that the performance of these two optimization-based approaches were compared with the performance from a coverage-only approach. While approaches based on coverage alone are common, for the scenarios considered in this
paper, the coverage-only placement (C) produced significantly worse performance in both the expected detection time and the fraction of scenarios detected on two of the three data sets, and performed slightly worse on a data set representing a much smaller process module. This is especially surprising since placement (C) produced a tighter coverage than was required in formulation (SPC) for the same number of sensors. This result provides significant evidence that using rigorous plant-specific CFD simulations of leak scenarios provides an effective means to both assess gas detector placement, and to perform optimal gas detector placement.
6. SCENARIO SET SIZE AND SOLUTION VARIABILITY

In Chapter 5, we showed a method for calculating the confidence interval on the full space objective function for a sensor placement determined using only a limited sample of release scenarios. This method allows us to determine how confident we are that a particular sensor placement will protect against scenarios across the full uncertainty space, not just those that were used to generate the placement. Even if the objective function value of two solutions is similar, however, there is no guarantee that these sensor placements are similar, and it is important to determine how different any set of proposed sensor placements may be. Here, we design a metric that determines the solution variability, or the distance, between any two placements. We will present a method for determining the solution variability, and demonstrate the use of this method on a test case problem similar to the gas detector placement problem.

6.1 Defining Solution Variability

Given two optimal solutions, we can define a distance metric by computing the amount of change necessary to translate one solution to the other. For solutions coded as strings, this is accomplished with an edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966; Yujian and Bo, 2007), and in the simplest forms, can be performed by counting the number of locations that differ between the two solutions. This is known as the Hamming distance (Hamming, 1950). For the gas detector placement problem, it is more appropriate to determine the distance between the two placements by some distance metric, such as Euclidean distance.
6.1.1 Assignment Problem

In order to determine the minimum distance between any two placements, we formulate the following assignment problem. We wish to assign each sensor location in one placement to a sensor in the other placement in such a fashion as to determine the minimum amount of movement necessary to translate one placement to the other. The formulation for determining the minimum total distance $D(I,J)$ between placement $I$ and placement $J$ is:

$$D(I,J) = \min \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \delta_{ij} d(i,j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1a)

subject to

$$\sum_{i \in I} \delta_{ij} = 1 \hspace{1cm} \forall j \in J \hspace{1cm} (6.1b)$$

$$\sum_{j \in J} \delta_{ij} = 1 \hspace{1cm} \forall i \in I \hspace{1cm} (6.1c)$$

$$\delta_{ij} \geq 0 \hspace{1cm} \forall i \in I, j \in J \hspace{1cm} (6.1d)$$

where $d(i,j)$ is the distance between a point $i \in I$ and a point $j \in J$, $D(I,J)$ is the total distance between placements $I$ and $J$, and $\delta_{ij}$ is an assignment variable. For the gas detector problem, it is most appropriate for $d(i,j)$ to be a Euclidean distance, i.e. the “shortest-path”, but other metrics may be used.

6.2 Numerical Results

For these results, it was important to have access to large scenario sets to show how increasing scenario size affects solution variability. The available CFD scenario sets used in previous chapters were not large enough for this task, so to demonstrate this approach, the municipal water network problem was used. The scenarios for
the problem can be generated extremely quickly, allowing for tens of thousands of
scenarios to be generated. This problem is very similar to the gas detector problem,
the primary difference is how the scenarios are generated. Because of the time
discretization for the simulations, the full scenario set can be generated by simulating
contamination events at ever time step at every possible location. This allows us to
determine the performance of a candidate sensor placement on the “full” uncertainty
space.

6.2.1 Solution Variability Results

For this case study, the water network had 3,358 potential locations and 96 time
steps, giving a total of 332,368 scenarios. Here we will analyze the how sets of
candidate solutions vary when generated with different scenario sets and how this
variability decreases as more scenarios are used in each sample. The figures shown
here will describe the difference between any two placements in terms of the average
number of nodes hops required to translate one placement to another. This metric
makes sense for the water network, because the fluids flow through a pipeline. If this
were the gas detector problem, a distance metric such as euclidean distance may be
more appropriate. In Figure 6.1, we see the distribution of the average number of
node hops between the candidate sensor placement and each optimal trial placement
when using a scenario sample size of 100 for each placement. In each of the figures
presented here, the x-axis is the average number of node hops per sensor needed to
translate the candidate solution to any trial solution, and the y-axis is the frequency
of that number for 100 trials. The average number of hops per sensor required to
translate the candidate placement to the trial placement ranges from 10 to 26, with
a mean around 18. In Figure 6.2, the same result is shown, except this time the
sample size of scenarios is 500. When this many samples are used, we can see that
the distribution has grown much tighter. The average number of node hops needed per sensor placed ranges only from 6 to 16.

In Figure 6.3, the number of scenarios used in each sample is increased to 1000, and again the distribution of the nodes hops becomes tighter. However, the decrease is much less than that when 500 scenarios are used for each sample. Figure 6.4 shows the results when 1500 scenarios are used. In this case, there is very little improvement in the distribution over the 1000 sample case. This means at this point using more scenarios in the samples used to generate the sensor placement is showing little improvement. By looking at these 4 plots, one can judge how much benefit increasing sample sizes may bring. In this example there was little improvement in the variance beyond 1000 scenarios. This is important since the full scenario set contains over 300,000 scenarios. Using a distance measure to determine the variability between two placements can be a useful tool for determining when a sufficiently large sample of scenarios is being used to determine an optimal placement.
Figure 6.1: Distribution of average number of node hops per sensor to translate candidate solution to trial solutions for 100 scenarios.

Figure 6.2: Distribution of average number of node hops per sensor to translate candidate solution to trial solutions for 500 scenarios.
Figure 6.3: Distribution of average number of node hops per sensor to translate candidate solution to trial solutions for 1000 scenarios.

Figure 6.4: Distribution of average number of node hops per sensor to translate candidate solution to trial solutions for 1500 scenarios.
6.3 Summary

In this chapter, a method for analyzing the variability between any two sensor placements was shown. This method uses the assignment problem to translate one placement to the other, and can use a variety of distance metrics.

This solution variability technique was tested on a problem similar to the gas detector placement problem. This problem seeks to place contaminate sensors in municipal water networks to determine when the water quality may be dangerous. The simulation of this problem can be done much more rapidly than the CFD simulations needed for the gas detector problem, therefore many more scenarios were available to test the proposed procedures.

The solution variability method was tested on a larger water network, consisting of 3,358 potential locations and 332,368 scenarios. The difference between the candidate sensor placement and the trial sensor placements were calculated in terms of the average number of node hops per sensor necessary to translate one placement to the other. These results show that adding more scenarios beyond 1000 scenarios in the sample used to generate a placement provided little decrease in solution variability. This technique, along with the confidence intervals shown in Chapter 5, help address the problem of determining the appropriate number of scenarios, a major problem in generating scenario sets for gas detector placement.
7. USING TEVA-SPOT FOR GAS DETECTOR PLACEMENT

This following is an example of how the TEVA-SPOT toolkit can be used for applications outside the water network realm (Hart et al., 2008). Gas detection, specifically the detection of combustible and toxic gas release events, is a key component of modern process safety. Combustible gas detection relies upon the detection of a gas before it reaches either its lower explosive or lower flammable limit, LEL and LFL, respectively. These limits refer to the gas concentrations at which a dispersed gas cloud in air will allow a flame front to spread when exposed to an ignition source. Toxic gas detectors are designed to detect and alarm at a concentration related to the impact on human health, typically expressed in parts per million (ppm). Usually, combustible gas detectors and toxic gas detectors are calibrated to alarm when they detect some fixed fraction of the LEL, LFL, or toxic gas limits.

The event scenarios for this example were generated by GexCon using their CFD simulation software FLACS (GexCon, 2011). Three data sets are used. For data set 1, a set of 279 release scenarios were generated for a real process facility. The process geometry itself is proprietary, however, it represents the full process geometry (equipment, piping, etc.) for a medium-scale facility. All scenarios were considered to have equal probability of occurring. Concentrations were provided at 994 potential point sensor locations. Point sensors detect contaminant concentrations in terms of a percentage of the lower flammability limit (LFL). The measure selected for the damage coefficient in this example was the “time to detect” for each release scenario and each potential sensor location. The time to detection was selected since it was the available output for the set of release scenarios. Of course, other measures, like the volume of the flammable cloud at the time of detection, could instead be used.
Data were provided for two sensor detection levels for each sensor type: 10%LFL and 30%LFL for point sensors, 1LFLm and 2LFLm for the line-of-sight sensors. For this optimization problem, we used the lower of the two values for only the point sensor types (10%LFL). It should be noted that 9 of the events were not detected by any of the potential sensors at these concentration settings. These events were removed from the data for all results shown here for simplicity. For data set 2, 314 release scenarios were generated for a separate process module. A total of 768 potential point sensor locations were available, and the damage coefficient was the “time to detect” for a scenario at any location. The gas concentration needed to signal detection is 10%LFL. Finally, for data set 3 a total of 145 release scenarios were used, with a total number of potential point sensor locations of 943. As with the previous two data sets, the 10%LFL concentration was needed for detection.

7.1 Creating Impact File

This raw event data was parsed and organized into an impact file of the following format:

```
<potential-sensor-locations>
<number-of-delays> <delay-time1>
```

and all subsequent lines have the following format:

```
<scenario-index> <node-index> <time-of-detection> <impact-value>
```

For the gas detector placement problem, the `<number-of-delays>` is set to 0. Additionally, because data provided by Gexcon was in terms of “time to detection”
of the gas cloud, the <impact-value> for each scenario and node is the same as the <time-to-detection>. The impact file for the gas detector problem in shown in Appendix G.

7.2 Executing the Sensor Placement

To solve the problem, the following command line is used:

```
sp --network=gasdetector --objective=ec --ub=ns,55 --solver=cplexamp
```

The gasdetector network is specified. This will access the gasdetector_ec.impact file that was generated using the data from Gexcon. The objective is to minimize ec, or the extent of the impact. In this case, this is minimizing the expected detection time of all scenarios. An upper bound on ns, or the number of sensors, is set at 55. The solver used is CPLEX 12.2.

7.2.1 Data Set 1

For Data Set 1, the following output is generated when executing the TEVA-SPOT sensor placement command using --ub=ns,55:

```
read_impact_files: /home/wst/examples/gasdetector_ec.impact

Number of Nodes : 994
Number of Contamination Impacts: 6113
```

```
Sensor placement id: 11397
Number of sensors: 55
```
Total cost: 0
Sensor node IDs: 24 42 45 59 67 81 83 116 121 139 156 212
214 314 336 362 373 390 402 407 410 411 416 423 460 478 481
483 496 499 509 515 539 552 577 589 593 616 633 640 736 752
761 769 781 852 868 886 906 914 947 956 964 965 974

Impact File: /home/wst/examples/gasdetector_ec.impact
Number of events: 270
Min impact: 20.0300
Mean impact: 30.3740
Lower quartile impact: 22.8100
Median impact: 25.9000
Upper quartile impact: 32.8500
Value at Risk (VaR) (5%): 56.2000
TCE (5%): 66.2600
Max impact: 86.0000

------------------------------------------------------------

Done with sp

These results were directly compared to results shown in Legg et al. (2012b,a). Results from Problem (SP) are shown below. Several metrics were displayed to make comparison with the TEVA sensor placement results easier. The results are shown below:

Number of Sensors: 55
Selected Sensors [24, 42, 45, 59, 67, 81, 83, 116, 121, 139, 156, 212,
Number of events: 270
Minimum detection time: 20.03
Objective (min. expected value): 30.374
Maximum detection time: 86.0
FRACTION DETECTED: 1.0

For Data Set 1, all sensors nodes chosen were the same, as well as the important metrics such as Min impact, Mean impact, and Max impact.

7.2.2 Data Set 2

For Data Set 2, the following output is generated when executing the TEVA-SPOT sensor placement command using --ub=ns,12:

read_impact_files: /home/wst/examples/gasdetector2_ec.impact

Number of Nodes : 768
Number of Contamination Impacts: 76800

Sensor placement id: 20375
Number of sensors: 12
Total cost: 0
Sensor node IDs: 53 69 112 128 144 190 214 377 445 627 93
Results from Problem (SP) are shown below. Several metrics were displayed to make comparison with the TEVA sensor placement results easier. The results are shown below:

Number of Sensors: 12
Selected Sensors [53, 69, 112, 128, 144, 190, 214, 377, 445, 627, 629, 753]

Number of events: 314
Minimum detection time: 15.33
Objective (min. expected value): 25.6142675159
Maximum detection time: 518.5

FRACTION DETECTED:  1.0

All sensors nodes chosen were the same for data set 2. Additionally, the important metrics such as Min impact, Mean impact, and Max impact were also the same as those generated by TEVA-SPOT.

7.2.3 Data Set 3

The following output is generated when executing the TEVA-SPOT sensor placement command using --ub=ns,12 with data set 3:

read_impact_files: /home/wst/examples/gasdetector3_ec.impact

Number of Nodes:  943
Number of Contamination Impacts: 8279

------------------------------------------------------------
Sensor placement id: 20571
Number of sensors: 25
Total cost: 0
Sensor node IDs: 43 51 95 106 126 140 188 264 279 286 330 364 376 441 591 682 769 813 820 844 870 910 920 932 935

Impact File: /home/wst/examples/gasdetector3_ec.impact
Number of events: 145
Min impact: 15.0000
Mean impact: 30.1646
Lower quartile impact: 18.9000
Median impact: 26.0800
Upper quartile impact: 37.6000
Value at Risk (VaR) (5%): 62.1000
TCE (5%): 65.0037
Max impact: 68.2400

Done with sp

Results from Problem (SP) are shown below. Several metrics were displayed to make comparison with the TEVA sensor placement results easier. The results are shown below:

Number of Sensors: 25
Selected Sensors [43, 51, 95, 106, 126, 140, 188, 264, 279, 286, 330, 364, 376, 441, 591, 682, 769, 813, 820, 844, 870, 910, 920, 932, 935]

Number of events: 145
Minimum detection time: 15.0
Objective (min. expected value): 30.1646206897
Maximum detection time: 68.24
FRACTION DETECTED: 1.0

For Data Set 3, all sensors nodes chosen were the same, as well as the important metrics such as Min impact, Mean impact, and Max impact.
7.3 Summary

The TEVA-SPOT toolkit was able to duplicate the results of a tailored sensor placement formulation with a little intuitive modification of the impact file to fit the specifications of the gas detector placement problem. Using three independent data sets provided by GexCon, we were able to utilize the TEVA-SPOT sensor placement command to generate sensor placements exactly identical to those placement generated by our tailored sensor placement formulation (SP), as presented in Chapter 2. This toolkit provides an easily accessible tool to users wishing to generate optimal sensor placements without the need of mathematical programming knowledge. By mimicking the impact file format native to TEVA-SPOT, it is easy to use the sensor placement tools that were originally designed for sensor placement in water networks to place sensors in petrochemical facilities. A template for the impact file was shown, as well as the necessary modifications needed to match the needs of the gas detector placement problem.
8. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK*

In this dissertation, a set of mixed-integer stochastic programming formulations for the optimal placement of gas detectors were presented. These formulations seek to optimally place a finite number of gas detectors given a large set of gas release scenarios representing the uncertainty space of possible releases. The uncertainty in this problem arises from the particular leak locations, leak properties, process characteristics, weather conditions, and process geometries that may be plausible for a given release.

Each problem formulation presented in this document was evaluated using three independent data sets provided by GexCon. Each data set contained a set of potential release scenarios generated using their CFD dispersion software, FLACS. These scenarios represented realistic realizations of potential releases on a real, proprietary process geometry and varied in the locations, properties and weather conditions impacting the scenario. For all results in this paper, we selected the objective function to be the expected time to detection across all scenarios. Other metrics, like volume of release at detection, number of impacted individuals, or the expected impact of an explosion could easily be utilized with no change in the problem formulations. Data set 1 was comprised of a set of 270 detectable scenarios with 994 potential point detector locations. Data set 2 had 314 scenarios with 768 potential locations, while data set 3 was made up of 145 detectable scenarios with 943 potential locations, while data set 3 was made up of 145 detectable scenarios with 943


potential locations. Each scenario was considered “detected” by a particular sensor location when the concentration of the released gas achieved 10%LFL, and the time at which detection was signalled was recorded as the detection time. All scenarios in each data set were assumed to have an equal probability of occurring, thus $\alpha_a$ is the same for all $a \in A$. While the process geometries themselves are proprietary, they represent the full process geometry (equipment, piping, support structures, etc.) for a facility, and are all approximately 20 m in height and 50 m by 70 m in area.

Each problem formulation was implemented in the Pyomo optimization modeling framework (Hart et al., 2011), and solved using CPLEX 12.2. The formulations provide a provably optimal solution while also being computationally efficient. Most problems required a few seconds on a dual quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5482 with a clock speed of 3.2GHz and 18 GB RAM for the data sets used. Solution time is similar on a standards dual-core laptop or desktop. Some problem formulations, specifically SP-CVaR, required anywhere from a few minutes to half an hour, but solutions were still achievable in acceptable amounts of time on the machine mentioned above.

8.1 Summary of Problem Formulations and Results

Problem (SP), the first and most general problem formulation, was presented in Chapter 2. An adaptation to a previously developed formulation developed for the placement of water quality sensors in municipal water networks Berry et al. (2004), Problem (SP) sought to minimize the expected detection time across the entire set of release scenarios by optimally locating a finite number of available detectors. Numerical results for this formulation were provided using the data sets mentioned previously. This problem formulation was computationally efficient and also provably optimal with respect to the particular set of scenarios used to generate the extensive
form of the stochastic program. This formulation was shown to work on each of the three data sets. First, the fraction of events detected and the expected detection time was provided for a maximum number of sensors ranging from 1 to 100. This is a useful result for determining the minimum number of detectors needed to detect all of the potential scenarios, as well as determining at which point the addition of a new sensor provides little or no value in terms of risk reduction. For each data set, all scenarios were detected. Additionally, the layout of selected sensors given a particular number of sensors was shown for each data set. These results demonstrate the practicality and usefulness of stochastic programming for the placement of gas detectors, and motivate continued work.

In Chapter 3, an extension, referred to as Problem (SPC), to the original problem formulation (SP) was proposed that included a constraint on the volumetric coverage of sensors throughout the facility. This extension limited the maximum distance between any potential sensor location and the nearest chosen sensor location. In effect, this constraint mandates that all areas of the facility be “covered” by a sensor, regardless of whether there are scenarios in the available scenario set that impact that area. This constraint is a hybridization of current industry sensor placement techniques that rely on providing some level of coverage through the facility with our proposed optimal placement techniques. This constraint provides some reliability of the sensor placement to scenario sets that do not adequately represent the entire uncertainty space for potential release locations and dispersions. Numerical results were again provided for each of the three data sets. Problem (SPC) was shown to suffer from a minimal increase in the expected detection time across when compared to the original problem (SP), even with the constraint on the coverage distance needing to be satisfied. Furthermore, all scenarios were detected by this new formulation. An overhead view of the facility, with potential and selected sensor locations for
both problem formulations (SP) and (SPC), was again provided. It can be seen how each formulation, while providing similar optimal expected detection times for all scenarios, possesses a different set of selected sensors. Problem formulation (SPC) was provably optimal and computationally efficient, requiring only a few seconds to solve.

Problem (SP) was again modified in Chapter 4, this time to include a constraint on the Conditional-Value-at-Risk, or CVaR. Problem (SP) determines a sensor placement with the optimal expected detection time across all scenarios, or in the case where each scenario has an equal probability of occurrence, the optimal mean detection time. While this mean detection time is optimal, this says little about the distribution of the individual detection times for each scenario. An analysis of the distribution of individual detection times was presented for problem (SP) for each data set, revealing that while the mean detection time of all events was quite low, many events required significantly more time to detect than this mean. It is therefore interesting to develop a formulation aimed at improving the detection time of the scenarios requiring the longest times to detect, while also maintaining a satisfactory mean detection time for the entire distribution. In problem (SP-CVaR), a constraint provides an upper bound on the CVaR value for the distribution, while seeking to minimize the expected detection time across all scenarios. This upper bound is determined through solution of problem (CVaR), which minimizes the CVaR value for a particular $\theta$ or percentage of the distribution the formulation is concerned with. Numerical results were presented that compared (SP-CVaR) with problem formulation (SP), and also with a general coverage-only placement (C). For each data set, it was shown that while problem (SP) provided a sensor placement with the best performance in minimizing the expected detection time across all scenarios and the bulk of the scenarios were located near the low end of the distribution of detection times,
several scenarios required much more time to detection indicating poorer worst-case performance. In comparison, problem formulation (SP-CVaR) provided significantly better performance on the tail of the distribution of detection times, while only suffering slightly in the expected detection time for the entire distribution. Both formulations (SP) and (SP-CVaR) were compared to the coverage-only placement (C) for data set 1, revealing a major improvement in performance when comparing the optimization-based sensor placement approaches with the coverage-only approach.

In Chapter 5, sensor placements generated by problem formulations (SP) and (SPC) were assessed in how they handled scenarios not known during the optimization. Because the simulation of leak scenarios is the dominant computational cost, requiring anywhere from hours to days to compute, there exists a desire to limit the number of scenarios needed to determine the optimal sensor placement. However, there is no guarantee that a small number of scenarios will adequately cover the uncertainty space of potential gas dispersions. Therefore, a sampling procedure based on the work of Mak et al. (1999) was outlined. This procedure quantifies the effectiveness of a candidate placement on alternate scenario sets not considered during optimization by sampling from a larger pool of scenarios. Problem formulation (SP) generates sensor placements with good performance over the set of scenarios considered during optimization. This formulation is best when the set of scenarios is large enough to sufficiently cover the full uncertainty space and provides sufficiently small confidence intervals on the optimality gap statistic calculated in the Mak, Morton and Wood procedure. If the confidence interval on the optimality gap indicates that there are not enough scenarios to provide the necessary performance guarantees, two options are available. More CFD simulations can be performed, or the original problem formulation can be modified to improve the reliability. Because the cost of CFD simulations can be prohibitively high, especially to generate enough scenarios
to drastically improve the performance, problem (SPC) is proposed. The inclusion of the coverage constraint in problem (SPC) provides some protection against using a scenario set that may not fully approximate the full realm of potential leak locations and dispersion characteristics. Problem (SPC) sacrifices little in the optimal objective value of the scenarios considered, but provides markedly improved detection for the scenarios that were not considered in the original optimization. Additionally, the confidence intervals on the optimality gap are greatly improved in comparison to those generated by problem (SP), indicating better reliability across the full uncertainty space. If the number of scenarios available do not provide the necessary performance guarantees, problem (SPC) is recommended for the placement of gas detectors. Both formulations were compared with the traditional coverage-only placement, both showing a much better performance than (C). The coverage-only performance delivered significantly worse expected detection times and fractions of events detected, even while providing a tighter coverage than the optimization based approaches.

In Chapter 6, a method was proposed to determine the variability in the solution (i.e., variation in placements). This method was tested on a municipal water network sensor placement problem, which is similar to the gas detector placement problem, but possesses simulations that are much quicker to generate. This allows for a much larger scenario set to be generated, and for the network size used here, the entire scenario set is available. The distance between any two proposed sensor placements is determined using the assignment problem to solve for the minimum change needed to translate one sensor placement through another. The metric used to in the objective can vary by problem type, but in this case we propose using the euclidean distance or, in the case of the water network problem, the number of node hops needed. A candidate sensor placement can be generated with a small subsample of the full
scenario space, and then can be compared to a large set of trial placements generated using alternate scenario sets. This allows us to determine if there is significant variation in placements over different scenario sets, but also shows if engineers have flexibility to consider other objectives in the placement of sensors.

The use of an off-the-shelf toolkit for the placement of sensors in municipal water networks, TEVA-SPOT, for the placement of gas detectors in petrochemical facilities was explored in Chapter 7. In order to utilize this readily available tool, modification of the native “impact” files was necessary. These modifications were outlined, explaining how this file can be made using the data available from CFD tools. Additionally, the necessary sensor placement command line options were outlined and tested on the available data sets for the gas release test cases. Results from TEVA-SPOT were compared to those generated by problem (SP), revealing that this toolkit provides identical results without the need for mathematical programming knowledge. An understanding of both the TEVA-SPOT software and the gas dispersion problem was necessary to determine the necessary modifications, though future use of TEVA-SPOT can be performed without this knowledge. A template for the impact file was shown, as well as modifications to the command line options necessary to match the needs of the gas detector placement problem.

8.2 Future Work

In the future, there is a desire to develop extensions to these problem formulations. In real facility settings, sensor failure is a threat that must be considered in safety systems. It is possible to develop a two-stage problem that incorporates the potential of a failed detection by one or more sensors (Berry et al., 2006a, 2009; Berman et al., 2007). Additionally, the potential for false alarms and nuisance trips often motivate safety and plant management teams to implement voting procedures
into safety systems, requiring two or more sensors to detect a leak scenario. This voting policy will be incorporated into a modified sensor placement problem formulation. We have previously shown that the use of a coverage constraint in the problem formulation for minimizing the expected detection time has improved solution reliability (Legg et al., 2012a). It would be interesting to extend this constraint to the CVaR formulation presented in this paper. Finally, larger problem instances may require significantly more powerful computing resources and improved tools to determine the optimal sensor placements. The Progressive Hedging tool available in the Pyomo software package may be helpful in solving problems in which it is not efficient or possible to solve the extensive form of the stochastic problem.
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APPENDIX A

NOTATION

The following notation is used for the MILP formulations in this text:

\[ L \] Set of \( N \) candidate detector locations
\[ N \] Number of candidate sensor locations
\[ l \] Sensor location index
\[ A \] Set of \( M \) leak scenarios
\[ M \] Number of release events
\[ a \] Release event index
\[ \mathcal{L}_a \] Candidate sensor locations affected by leak scenario \( a \)
\[ \alpha_a \] Probability of leak scenario \( a \)
\[ d_{a,i} \] Damage coefficient for leak scenario \( a \) at location \( i \)
\[ p \] Maximum number of sensors allowed
\[ s_l \] Binary variable indicating if a sensor is installed at location \( l \)
\[ x_{a,i} \] Indicator for location \( i \) that first detects scenario \( a \)
\[ q \] Dummy sensor location for undetected events
\[ t_{\text{max}} \] Maximum time to detect
\[ C_l \] Set of sensor locations that provide coverage to location \( l \)
\[ c \] Coverage index
This is the `sensor-placement.py` file. This file will build the extensive forms of the stochastic sensor placement problems, call the necessary solver, and return the results. The model file is named `sensor-placement-model.py` and is shown in Appendix C.

```python
import sys, random, gc

if len(sys.argv) != 7:
    print "Command line should read: ~/\$ python sensor_placement.py\n<seed> <num scenarios> <max sensors> <min_(exp or undet or \nmax) or CVaR> <cvar val> <cov level>""
    sys.exit()

from coopr.pyomo import *
from pyutilib.misc import Options
from sensor_placement_model import *
from parsed_sensor_locations import *
from coopr.opt import SolverFactory

# import the gexcon data
sys.path.append('data_files/data')
from data import *

solver = SolverFactory('cplex', solver_io='lp')
```
print_output = False

seed_number = sys.argv[1]
num_scenarios = sys.argv[2]
max_sensors = int(sys.argv[3])
obj_type_status = sys.argv[4]
cvar_star = float(sys.argv[5])
coverage_status = sys.argv[6]

# create the set of random scenarios
valid_scenarios = set()
for scen in detected_scenarios:
    if len(detection_dict[scen]) > 0:
        valid_scenarios.add(scen)

if len(valid_scenarios) < int(num_scenarios):
    num_scenarios = len(valid_scenarios)

if (seed_number == 'clock'):
    random.seed(None)
else:
    random.seed(int(seed_number))

coverage_dict = None
if coverage_status == 'none':
    coverages = dict()
else:
    cvgmod = __import__(str(int(coverage_status))+'m_cvg')
    coverages = cvgmod.coverage_dict

random_scenarios = sorted(random.sample(valid_scenarios, \n    int(num_scenarios)))
#print "Currently using the following scenarios:"
#print random_scenarios

max_damage = 510.0
# Max Damage is 510 for old data, 900 for data2, and 510 for data3
# create the model
model = create_sensor_placement_model(random_scenarios, \n    useful_locations, detection_dict, damage_dict, max_sensors,\n    obj_type_status, cvar_star, coverages)
instance = model.create()

#(results, junk) = scripting.util.apply_optimizer(opt, instance)
results = solver.solve(instance, tee=print_output)
stat = str(results.Solver.Termination_condition)

if stat == 'optimal':
    instance.load(results)
    # display(instance.x)
    objective = (value(instance.obj))
scen_damage = dict()
for a in random_scenarios:
    scen_damage[a] = max_damage
    for l in detection_dict[a]:
        if value(instance.s[l]) > 0.001:
            if damage_dict[a][l] < scen_damage[a]:
                scen_damage[a] = damage_dict[a][l]

obj_recalc = 0

# display(instance.s)
sensors_used = []
for sens in useful_locations:
    if value(instance.s[sens]) > 0.01:
        sensors_used.append(sens)

for a in random_scenarios:
    obj_recalc = obj_recalc + scen_damage[a]
obj_recalc = float(obj_recalc)*(1.0/float(len(random_scenarios)))

print objective, obj_recalc, 0
for a in random_scenarios:
    print str(scen_damage[a]) + ' ',
print

# print x coordinates
for k in sensors_used:
    v = sens_coord[int(k)]
    print v[0],
print

# print y coordinates
for k in sensors_used:
    v = sens_coord[int(k)]
    print v[1],
print

elif stat == 'infeasible':
    objective = -1
    num_sens = -1
    fraction_detected = -1
    print 'Problem infeasible.'
else:
    print 'Bad things are happening. Trust nothing.'
sys.exit()
This is the Pyomo file containing all of the mixed-integer sensor placement formulations described in this document. This file is named sensor_placement_model.py.

from coopr.pyomo import *

def create_sensor_placement_model(scenarios_to_use, sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, max_sensors, obj_choice, cvar_star, coverages):
    # sensor_impact_dict is a dictionary indexed by scenarios that \
    # returns a list of all sensor locations that impact that \
    # scenario
    # damage_coeffs is a python dictionary that maps a tuple of \
    # (scenario_idx, sensor_idx) to the damage coefficient

model = ConcreteModel()

full_sensor_impact_tuples = [(scenario, sensor) for scenario in \  
scenarios_to_use for sensor in sensor_impact_dict[scenario]]
sensor_impact_tuples = list()
for (scenario, sensor) in full_sensor_impact_tuples:
    if (scenario in scenarios_to_use and sensor in \
        sensors_to_use):
sensor_impact_tuples.append( (scenario, sensor) )

model.x = Var(sensor_impact_tuples, bounds=(0.0, 1.0))
model.s = Var(sensors_to_use, within=Binary)

if obj_choice == 'min_exp':
    model = create_min_exp_model(model, scenarios_to_use, 
                                sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, 
                                max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples)
elif obj_choice == 'cvar':
    model = create_cvar_model(model, scenarios_to_use, 
                            sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, 
                            max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples)
elif obj_choice == 'min_expcvar':
    model = create_min_expcvar_model(model, scenarios_to_use, 
                                      sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, 
                                      max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples, cvar_star)
elif obj_choice == 'min_max':
    model = create_min_max_model(model, scenarios_to_use, 
                                sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, 
                                max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples)
elif obj_choice == 'min_expcov':
    model = create_min_expcov_model(model, scenarios_to_use, 
                                    sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, 
                                    max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples, coverages)
return model

def create_min_exp_model(model, scenarios_to_use, sensors_to_use, 
 sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, max_sensors, 
 sensor_impact_tuples):

    def obj_rule (model):
        return 1.0/len(scenarios_to_use)*(sum(damage_coeffs[scen][
            sens]*model.x[(scen, sens)] for (scen,sens) in 
            sensor_impact_tuples))
    model.obj = Objective(rule = obj_rule)

    def max_sensors_rule(model):
        return sum(model.s[sens] for sens in sensors_to_use) <= 
            max_sensors
    model.max_sensors_con = Constraint(rule = max_sensors_rule)

    def sensor_binary_rule(model, scen, sens):
        return model.x[(scen, sens)] <= model.s[sens]
    model.sensor_binary_con = Constraint(sensor_impact_tuples, 
        rule = sensor_binary_rule)

    def event_detection_rule(model, scen):

return sum(model.x[(scen,sens)] for sens in \sensor_impact_dict[scen]) == 1
model.event_detection_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, rule \= event_detection_rule)

return model

def create_min_expcov_model(model, scenarios_to_use, sensors_to_use,\sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, max_sensors, \sensor_impact_tuples, coverages):

def obj_rule (model):
    return 1.0/len(scenarios_to_use)*(sum(damage_coeffs[scen]\[sens]*model.x[(scen, sens)] for (scen,sens) in \sensor_impact_tuples))
model.obj = Objective(rule = obj_rule)

def max_sensors_rule(model):
    return sum(model.s[sens] for sens in sensors_to_use) <= \max_sensors
model.max_sensors_con = Constraint(rule = max_sensors_rule)

def sensor_binary_rule(model, scen, sens):
    return model.x[(scen, sens)] <= model.s[sens]
model.sensor_binary_con = Constraint(sensor_impact_tuples, \
rule = sensor_binary_rule

def event_detection_rule(model, scen):
    return sum(model.x[(scen, sens)] for sens in \
               sensor_impact_dict[scen]) == 1
model.event_detection_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, \n    rule = event_detection_rule)

def coverage_rule(model, sens):
    expr = 0
    cvgcntr = 0
    at_least_one_set = False
    for j in coverages[sens]:
        if (j in sensors_to_use):
            expr += model.s[j]
            at_least_one_set = True

    if at_least_one_set:
        return expr >= 1
    return Constraint.Skip

if (len(coverages) > 0):
    model.coverage_con = Constraint(sensors_to_use, rule = \n        coverage_rule)

return model
def create_cvar_model(model, scenarios_to_use, sensors_to_use, 
sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, max_sensors, 
sensor_impact_tuples):

    model.z = Var(scenarios_to_use, bounds=(0.0, None))
    model.beta = Var()
    model.alphaCVaR = Param(default=0.85)

    def obj_cvar (model):
        return model.beta + (1.0/(1.0-model.alphaCVaR)) * 
        (1.0/len(scenarios_to_use)) * (sum(model.z[scen] for scen 
            in scenarios_to_use))
    model.obj = Objective(rule = obj_cvar)

    def cvar_con_rule (model, scen):
        return sum(damage_coeffs[scen][sens]*model.x[(scen, sens)] 
            for sens in sensor_impact_dict[scen]) - model.beta <= 
            model.z[scen]
    model.cvar_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, rule = 
        cvar_con_rule)
def max_sensors_rule(model):
    return sum(model.s[sens] for sens in sensors_to_use) <= max_sensors

model.max_sensors_con = Constraint(rule=max_sensors_rule)

def sensor_binary_rule(model, scen, sens):
    return model.x[(scen, sens)] <= model.s[sens]

model.sensor_binary_con = Constraint(sensor_impact_tuples, rule=sensor_binary_rule)

def event_detection_rule(model, scen):
    return sum(model.x[(scen, sens)] for sens in sensor_impact_dict[scen]) == 1

model.event_detection_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, rule=event_detection_rule)

return model

def create_min_expcvar_model(model, scenarios_to_use, sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples, cvar_star):
    model.z = Var(scenarios_to_use, bounds=(0.0, None))
    model.beta = Var()
    model.alphaCVaR = Param(default=0.85)
def obj_rule(model):
    return 1.0/len(scenarios_to_use)*(sum(damage_coeffs[scen][sens]*model.x[(scen, sens)] for (scen, sens) in sensor_impact_tuples))
model.obj = Objective(rule = obj_rule)

def cvar_star_con(model):
    return model.beta + (1.0/(1.0-model.alphaCVaR)) * (1.0/len(scenarios_to_use)) * (sum(model.z[scen] for scen in scenarios_to_use)) <= cvar_star
model.cvar_star_con = Constraint(rule = cvar_star_con)

def cvar_con_rule(model, scen):
    return sum(damage_coeffs[scen][sens]*model.x[(scen, sens)] for sens in sensor_impact_dict[scen]) - model.beta <= model.z[scen]
model.cvar_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, rule = cvar_con_rule)

def max_sensors_rule(model):
    return sum(model.s[sens] for sens in sensors_to_use) <= max_sensors
model.max_sensors_con = Constraint(rule = max_sensors_rule)

def sensor_binary_rule(model, scen, sens):
return model.x[(scen, sens)] <= model.s[sens]

model.sensor_binary_con = Constraint(sensor_impact_tuples, \
rule = sensor_binary_rule)

def event_detection_rule(model, scen):
    return sum(model.x[(scen,sens)] for sens in \
    sensor_impact_dict[scen]) == 1

model.event_detection_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, \
rule = event_detection_rule)

return model

def create_min_max_model(model, scenarios_to_use, \sensors_to_use, sensor_impact_dict, damage_coeffs, \max_sensors, sensor_impact_tuples):

    model.max_time = Var()

def obj_rule (model):
    return model.max_time

model.obj = Objective(rule = obj_rule)

def calc_max_time_detect(model,scen):
    return sum(damage_coeffs[scen][sens]*model.x[(scen, \

sens]) for sens in sensor_impact_dict[scen]) <= \
model.max_time

model.calc_max_time_detect = Constraint(scenarios_to_use,\
rule = calc_max_time_detect)

def max_sensors_rule(model):
    return sum(model.s[sens] for sens in sensors_to_use) <=\
    max_sensors

model.max_sensors_con = Constraint(rule = max_sensors_rule)

def sensor_binary_rule(model, scen, sens):
    return model.x[(scen, sens)] <= model.s[sens]

model.sensor_binary_con = Constraint(sensor_impact_tuples, \
rule = sensor_binary_rule)

def event_detection_rule(model, scen):
    return sum(model.x[(scen, sens)] for sens in \
    sensor_impact_dict[scen]) == 1

model.event_detection_con = Constraint(scenarios_to_use, \
rule = event_detection_rule)

return model
APPENDIX D

EXAMPLE DATA FILE

This is an appended example of the data file data.py, which is used to construct the extensive forms of the stochastic programming formulations by the run file sensor_placement.py.

```python
all_locations = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9', '10',
                 '11', '12', '13', '14', '15', '16', '17', '18', '19', '20', '21',
                 '22', '23', '24', '25', '26', '27', '28', '29', '30', '31', '32',
                 '33', '34', '35', '36', '37', '38', '39', '40', '41', '42', '43',
                 '44', '45', '46', '47', '48', '49', '50', '51', '52', '53', '54',
                 '55', '56', '57', '58', '59', '60', '61', '62', '63', '64', '65',
                 '66', '67', '68', '69', '70', '71', '72', '73', '74', '75', '76',
                 '77', '78', '79', '80', '81', '82', '83', '84', '85', '86', '87',
                 '88', '89', '90', '91', '92', '93', '94', '95', '96', '97', '98',
                 '99']

useful_locations = set(['56', '77', '54', '76', '59', '60',
                         '61', '62', '63', '64', '65', '67', '82', '83', '81', '86', '87',
                         '84', '85', '24', '25', '26', '27', '20', '21', '22', '23', '58',
                         '47', '28', '29', '94', '1', '2', '5', '4', '7', '6', '9', '8',
                         '96', '68', '97', '99', '98', '75', '74', '73', '72', '71', '70',
                         '91', '90', '93', '92', '69', '95', '79', '78', '11', '10', '13',
                         '12', '15', '14', '17', '16', '33', '32', '57', '30', '51', '50',
                         '53', '52', '19', '55', '89', '88', '18', '31'])
```
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all_scenarios = ['111310', '111330', '112310',
'112330', '113310', '113330', '114310', '114330',
'115310', '115330', '116310', '116330', '117310',
'117330', '121310', '121330', '122310', '122330',
'123310', '123330', '125310', '125330', '126310',
'126330', '127310', '127330', '132310', '132330',
'134310', '134330', '135310', '135330', '137310',
'137330', '141310', '141330', '143310', '143330',
'144310', '144330', '146310', '146330', '147310',
'147330', '152310', '152330', '153310', '153330',
'154310', '154330', '156310', '156330', '157310',
'157330', '211310', '211330', '212310', '212330',
'213310', '213330', '214310', '214330', '215310',
'215330', '217310', '217330', '221310', '221330',
'222310', '222330', '223310', '223330', '224310',
'224330', '225310', '225330', '227310', '227330',
'233310', '233330', '235310', '235330', '237310',
'237330', '253310', '253330', '255310', '255330',
'257310', '257330', '261310', '261330', '262310',
'262330', '263310', '263330', '264310', '264330',
'265310', '265330', '266310']

detected_scenarios = set(['121330', '264330', '154330',
'223310', '113310', '121310', '152310', '134330',
'125310', '141310', '257330', '227310', '215310',
'131330', '144330', '146310', '146330', '147310',
'147330', '152310', '152330', '153310', '153330',
'154310', '154330', '156310', '156330', '157310',
'157330', '211310', '211330', '212310', '212330',
'213310', '213330', '214310', '214330', '215310',
'215330', '217310', '217330', '221310', '221330',
'222310', '222330', '223310', '223330', '224310',
'224330', '225310', '225330', '227310', '227330',
'233310', '233330', '235310', '235330', '237310',
'237330', '253310', '253330', '255310', '255330',
'257310', '257330', '261310', '261330', '262310',
'262330', '263310', '263330', '264310', '264330',
'265310', '265330', '266310'])
'223330', '146330', '112310', '157330', '253310', \
'117310', '222310', '211330', '221330', '112330', \
'222330', '117330', '237330', '115330', '126330', \
'237310', '227330', '157310', '253330', '115310', \
'214330', '137330', '262310', '221310', '126310', \
'132310', '264310', '137310', '156310', '153310', \
'116330', '156330', '116310', '153330', '266310', \
'127310', '233330', '261310', '225330', '257310', \
'127330', '211310', '214310', '224330', '263330', \
'217330', '113330', '212330', '224310', '265330', \
'233310', '263310', '114310', '225310', '212310'])

detection_dict = {'154310': set([]), '215310': set(['11', '32']), \
'141310': set(['32']), '123330': set([]), '261310': set([]), \
'235310': set([]), '134330': set(['11']), '157330': set(['25', '32']), \
'132310': set(['12']), '264310': set(['5']), '115310': set(['11', '33', '21']), \
'233310': set(['13']), '143330': set([]), '126310': set([]), \
'137330': set(['7', '77', '76', '75', '74', '70', '93', '94', '59', '58', '55', \
'54', '31', '51', '50', '53', '52']}, '132310': set(['12']}, \
'264310': set(['5']), '111310': set([]), '214310': set(
['21', '22', '23', '19', '33', '9']}, '116310': set(['11', \
'10', '22', '33', '31', '29', '24']}, '127310': set([2', '5', '4']}, '257330': set(['99', '15', '14', '17', \
'16', '18', '30', '98', '1', '91', '90', '82', '83', '92'])}
APPENDIX E

EXAMPLE COVERAGE DICTIONARY FILE

This is an appended coverage dictionary file for sensor_placement.py. This file allows for the coverage option to be implement. This includes the sets of locations that cover each other to a 2 m coverage distance. This file is named 2m_cvg.py.

```python
```
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APPENDIX F

EXAMPLE SENSOR LOCATION FILE

This file contains an appended dictionary of coordinates for each potential sensor location. This file is named `parsed_sensor_locations.py` and is needed in the `sensor_placement.py` file.

```python
sens_coord = { 344 : ( 45.5 , 7.5 , 20.5 ), 345 :
   ( 48.5 , 7.5 , 20.5 ), 346 : ( 38 , 9 , 20.5 ), 347 :
   ( 41 , 9 , 20.5 ), 340 : ( 47 , 6 , 20.5 ), 341 :
   ( 50 , 6 , 20.5 ), 342 : ( 39.5 , 7.5 , 20.5 ), 343 :
   ( 42.5 , 7.5 , 20.5 ), 348 : ( 44 , 9 , 20.5 ), 349 :
   ( 47 , 9 , 20.5 ), 595 : ( 42.5 , -3 , 23.5 ), 719 :
   ( 50 , 6 , 24.5 ), 718 : ( 47 , 6 , 24.5 ), 717 : ( 44 ,
   6 , 24.5 ), 716 : ( 41 , 6 , 24.5 ), 715 : ( 38 , 6 ,
   24.5 ), 714 : ( 48.5 , 4.5 , 24.5 ), 713 : ( 45.5 ,
   4.5 , 24.5 ), 712 : ( 42.5 , 4.5 , 24.5 ), 711 :
   ( 39.5 , 4.5 , 24.5 ), 710 : ( 50 , 3 , 24.5 ), 606 :
   ( 48.5 , 0 , 23.5 ), 594 : ( 39.5 , -3 , 23.5 ), 736 :
   ( 47 , 12 , 24.5 ), 619 : ( 47 , 4.5 , 23.5 ), 298 :
   ( 42.5 , -7.5 , 20.5 )}
```
APPENDIX G

EXAMPLE TEVA-SPOT IMPACT FILE

A shortened version of the impact file used for the TEVA-SPOT chapter is included below.
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1 0
121210 -1 5000 5000.0
121210 407 23 23.9
121210 4 385 385.2
121210 8 58 58.6
121210 408 24 24.4
121210 59 77 77.1
121210 58 215 215.5
121210 55 147 147.1
121210 54 141 141.8
121210 56 189 189.9
121210 50 184 184.5
121210 53 108 108.5
121210 52 303 303.4
121210 298 31 31.6
121210 299 35 35.3
121210 291 76 76.2
121210 179 100 100.0
121210 195 55 55.4
121210 194 38 38.3
121210 67 60 60.1
121210 191 243 243.1
121210 193 302 302.2
121210 68 68 68.3
121210 89 403 403.9
121210 113 187 187.5
121210 176 254 254.3
121210 82 93 93.2
121210 83 48 48.5
121210 81 198 198.9
121210 86 131 131.4
121210 84 42 42.9
121210 85 54 54.7
121210 7 99 99.6
121210 308 157 157.7
121210 300 158 158.9
121210 106 118 118.3
121210 104 343 343.2
121210 105 157 157.9
121210 39 331 331.2
121210 60 95 95.4
121210 61 112 112.3
121210 62 151 151.8
121210 65 156 156.3
121210 66 125 125.2
121210 178 80 80.3
121210 177 61 61.3
121210 69 88 88.7
121210 175 233 233.7
121210 172 127 127.4
121210 171 136 136.4
121210 183 160 160.2
121210 180 134 134.8
121210 186 44 44.3
121210 187 83 83.8
121210 184 100 100.5
121210 6 138 138.2
121210 188 160 160.2
121210 196 162 162.5
121210 185 47 47.0
121210 99 158 158.1
121210 98 80 80.9
121210 168 368 368.4
121210 91 58 58.5
121210 165 377 377.1
121210 160 204 204.0
121210 97 109 109.1
121210 10 85 85.9
121210 15 466 466.4
121210 14 67 67.0
121210 17 223 223.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>207.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>254.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>426.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>296.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>197.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>177.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>157.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>205.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>348.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>308.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>170.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>107.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>135.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/10</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>129.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12/23</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12/23</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>137.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12/23</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Value1</td>
<td>Value2</td>
<td>Value3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>154.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>154.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>261.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>122.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>144.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>107.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>112.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151230</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>